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The seventies musician
formerly known as Cat
Stevens came to discuss
his spiritual iourney with
UCF students last week.
Under his new name,
Yusuf Islam, he gave a
speech in the Pegasus
Grand Ballroom about
the events that
changed his life and his
religion.
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-ENTERTAINMENT, pg. 20

"wins Hollywood Squares
"*•·

"Say it Ain't Sor Weezer's concert ·
is over and tile band has moved on.
Find .ut what you nissed out on •Y
. staying home and not making the
trek to Tampa last week.
·ENTERTAINMENT, pg. 17
pg.3

AMY PAVUK
STAFF WRITER

Ti' eshia Daniels had
a glimpse of stardom in December
when she represented UCF in
a college editioff
of
Hollywood
Squares and
won $5,500.
Daniels
said, "I have
never done
anything
like
this
before and
thought it
SPECIAL TO THE FuniRE would
be
Ti'eshia Daniels Oeh) poses with comedian and adress
fun to try
Kathy Griffin on the set of Hollywood Squares.
out."

Daniels and a friend woke
up early to make the 8 a.m.
audition. "We acted so crazy....
but I didn't know that's what
they were looking for."
Besides being interviewed,
the students took a test with
questions similar to those asked
on Hollywood Squares and
learned strategies on winning
the game.
Daniels said her audition
went well, but never thought
she would be called ba,ck.
The show notified Daniels
in mid-December and said she
had been chosen as a contestant. She ·flew to Los Angeles
for a two-day taping, with all
expenses paid by Hollywood
Squares.
"During the. taping, I was
very, very nervous. They had to

. Women's History Month . pg. 10

pg. 12

A waste of 15 Minute$
MOVIE REVIEW

pg. 16

DANIELS, Page 7

Mathematician
scores Navy
grarit for

NEWS
Self-esteem plague
AIR-BAG

bring me lots of water."
However, she said all the
celebrities were personable and
helped ease her nervousness.
During her two days of taping, Daniels met stars like
comedian
Jackie
"The
Jokeman" Martling, country
singer JoDee Mecina, "Who's
Line is it Anyway?" star Colin
Mochrie and Kermit the frog.
"The second day I went
backstage and met Martin Short
and Jason Alexander. And, I got
to take pictures with everyone."
Daniels competed against
students from schools such as
Stanford,
Ohio
State,
University of Pittsburgh and
University of Seattle.
She said there wasn't any

$280,000
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Get ready for
NetLibrary
The University of Central
Florida's library will
make books available
online for students

CFF FILE PHOTO

Because of funding limits, UCF lntramur~I Sports has had to put caps on the number of teams that can play in
each of its leagues.

Funding levels could mean more cuts

DARCY ELENA
RODRIGUEZ

DAVID MARSTERS

STAFF WRITER

STAFF WRITER

If heading to the library is an
inconvenient task, there is another
way to get that research done.
NetLibrary is available to ease
stress.
"NetLibrary is a collection of
electronic books," said Athena
UCF
Reference
Hoeppner,
Librarian. Students are now able to
access e-books from a collection of
over 15,000 complete titles through
the Internet.
E-books are available in a
wide range of topics from business
to literature. Complete "Idiots

Hundreds of students have been turned away
from UCF intramural sports programs this year,
and even ·more may be told they cannot play next
year if funding for the department does not
increase.
Intramural sports at UCF are made possible by
the department's Other Personnel Services (OPS)
budget~ which is funded by the Student Activity and
Service Fee and pays the temporary student
employees who run the intramural programs.
Intramurai Sports received an OPS budget of
$72,000 this year, plus $10,000 from a corporate
sponsorship given to UCF by Coca-Cola, but that
money has not been enough.
Because of budget limitations, UCF
Intramural Sports has had to set a cap for the

NETLIBRARY, Page 4

amount of teams· that can play in all 44 of its programs during the 2000-2001 school year. These
c~ps have been affecting large numbers of wouldbe participants this semester, as a combined 87
teams have been turned away from playing in 4-on4 Flag Football, 3-on-3 Basketball, Floor Hockey
and 2-on-2. Sand Volleyball.
"I had never capped until this year, and there
will only be more people turned away now;•
Intramural Sports Director Jim Wtlkening said.
''We're just not funded at a high enough level to be
able to accommodate the number of teams that
want to play. I will try to do the most that I can with
what I'm given."
The Intramural Sports budget falls under the
UCF Recreational Services budget, which had been
its own entity up until May of 1999. During that

The
Navy's
Young
Investigator Program awarded
UCF's Cynthia Hopen a
$280,000 grant over the next
three years. Hopen came to UCF
in 1997 after earning a doctorate
in applied mathematics from the
University of Washington located
in Seattle. Hopen teaches math at
UCF and researches at the
Kennedy Space Center and the
Air
Force ~~..-.,Station
at
Cape
Canaveral.
Hopen
was one of 26
people selected to receive
one of the
grants, which
Hopen
ranged up to
$300,000
from the Office of Naval
Research. Her research focuses
on improving long-range laserradar surveillance by ascertaining the effects of _atmospheric
fluctuations on lasers that could
be used on naval ships. Whi~e Dr.
Hopen says she was surprised to
receive the grant, she suspects
that it has something to do with
her last project, which was a different military problem but was
based on the same mathematic
principles. Her last project lasted
from Sept. 1, 1999 to Sept. 1,
2000 and involved a multi-spec-

INTRAMURAL, Page 6
LASER, Page 9
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.. Spring Break alternatives Didyou7
MTV has nothing on
ghosts,
coleslaw
wrestling and spelunking.
KATIE

G IRAULO

STAFF WRITER
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and several enchanting tours
through this ancient and endearing city. Shops and old homes
and churches line the streets,
offering history and warmth at
every corner. St. Augustine is
famous for its. bed and breakfasts, as well as other accommodations. Visitors can
usually

In the grand tradition of a
college Spring Break, I've
decided that we should all go to
Daytona and party our heads
off. Sound like a plan?
Nah ... not to me, either.
For some of us, Daytona
just won't cut it. We seek
peace. We seek tranquility.
We seek affordability and we
seek sobriety! In the interest
of all these things; and S
mainly in the interest of vari- t. Augustine
ety and a few laughs, rve provided some local Spring Break
alternatives mostly outside of
Daytona ... Square Dancing.
The Shamrock Swing is a
square dancing festival being
held in Merritt Island, FL Mar.
9-10. Friday early rounds are at
7:30 p.m. and dance is at 8 p.m.
Saturday there will be square
and rounds workshops during
the day, early rounds at 7:30
p.m. and dance at 8 p.m.
·
Tickets are $15 per person.
For more information contact
Jim and Jan
McConnana at
321-542-2679.
St. Augustine
is
probably
Florida's bestkept secret. It's
th~ oldest city in
the United States,
and features the
oldest ·masonry
fort
in
the Square Dancing
Continental U.S.,
fully "do" St. Augustine in 3-4
the Castillo de San Marco, sevdays. For more information,
eral ghost tours detailing all the
visit the St. Augustine web site
haunts of the city; the oldest
at
http://www.ci.stwooden schoolhouse in the U.S .

augustine.fl.us/.
Bike Week doesn't quite fit
in this listing of "alternatives,"
but once I heard that there will
be live coleslaw wrestling at this
fancy festivity, I couldn't pass it
up. You all know the routine:
bike, drink, relax, party. Visit
the Official 2001 Bike Week
Harley Davidson calendar of
events to get the week's
activities and
links to more
information
on Bi~e Week
and, of course,
coleslaw
wrestling ... ew.
The 2001 Cave
is
a
caving
camping
escapade from
March
9-11,
hosted by the
Florida
Speleological
Society.
It
will be held
near High
Springs,
FL,
and
features
explo'.. ' ") ~.·
;\\\\\9 ration of
( ~es\oV' ~ces
several
0
unique and diverse
caves. Campers enjoy vertical
climbing course~ , rope obstacle courses, Southern BBQ,
and socialization with cave
enthusiasts! Fees are $15 per
person, which includes a tent
and camping· on the site. For
more information, visit their
web-site
at
www.afn.org/ ~fss/cavort.htm.
Past all this, there's always
Daytona, New Smyrna, Cocoa
or the neighbor's Buffalo nickel collection back home. Be
safe, have fun and wear some
sunscreen.

know

•

The student to faculty ratio
at UCF is 16 to 1.
.

The ratio of female students
1 to male students is 53 to 47.

UCFs ' nrain campus is

COMPILED BY
BECKI PANOFF
STAFF WRITER

Quote of the Week
"Caution: Cape does ndt
:;
enable user to fly.1' - Batmap
costume warning label.
l

Born this week

f,445-acres large.

;

~~dom Facts of.the Week
· Lobsters molt 20 to '30
times before reaching the . onepound market size.

Marc~ 7

- 13

March 7, 1942
Michael Eisner, Disney executive '

Marcli 8, 1841
Men are six times more · Oliver Wendell Holmes,
likely to be struck by lighting Member of the Supreme Court :
than wo:men.
of the U.S., writer
Goldfish lose their color if
they are kept in a dim light or
they are placed in a body of running water, such as a stream.
They remain gold when kept in a
' pond or in a bowl V.:~th adequate
·
illumination.

March 9, 1971
Emmanuel Lewis, actor,
Webstet

The longest recorded flight
of a chicken is 13 seconds.

March 11, 1952
Douglas Adams author,
Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy

. One
in
every
four
Americans has appeared on tele..
vision.
Slugs have four noses.
Like fingerprints , everyone's tongue print is different.

March 10, 1903.
Claire ;Booth Luce,
playwright, editor, politician

March 12, 1946
Liza May Minnelli, Academy
Award-winning actress, singer ;
March 13, 1733
Joseph Priestley, chemist, discovered oxygen

Corrections and Retractions
1. Last week's article on the
Women's Resource Center identifies
the women's center as the "Central
Florida Women's Resource Center."
This should be changed to simply "a
women's center."
2. The article identifies the
director of the UCF Women's Studies
Office as Dr. Cecilia Milanes
Rodriguez. The correct name is Dr.
Cecilia Rodriguez Milanes.
3. The article mentions that the
women's center "'will be" strategical-

ly located... It should be mentioned
that this was at the request of the
attendees of the session. Attendees
agreed that the center "should be"
strategically located; not that it "will
be."
4. The article states that the
goal of the Visioning Session was to
"develop first-stage plans for a fully
functional women's center." It should
be stated that the women gathered to
"imagine possibilities and goa1s for a
fully functional women's center."

•

• ·Resort Style Pool & Heated
Jacuzzi
• Surround Sound Movie Theater
•Free Tan1'jng Bed
• Free Hi~ll Speed
Internet Connections
• Free State-of-the-Art
Fitness Center
•Fully Furnished 3 and 4
Bedrooms with
Individual Leases
(you pay for your rent only!)
• Plus Much, Much More!

•
•

•
•

Visit Us Toda
..

'

•

407-382-4114
www.effersoncommona.com
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Beat

'Police
JAMES NUNEZ
STAFF WRITER

One IQve...One life...
Officers Dennany and Johnson were dispatched
to Volusia Hall in reference to a drug call. Upon
arrival, Johnson claimed he could smell the burning
of cannabis coming from one of the rooms.
When they entered the room in question, they
saw a plastic sandwich bag containing a green leafy
substance on top of a wooden dresser. The officers
determined this to be cannabis and read John
Widmer, Elizabeth Bergman, Emily Talley and
Adageal Kelley were read their Miranda warnings.
Widmer agreed to speak with police and according to the officers, claimed that the drugs were his.
Upon a further search of the room, several more
drugs, drug paraphernalia and alcohol were found.
Widmer was arrested for possession of hashish and
cannabis.

...Let's get together and feel all right.
An RA in an undisclosed UCF dorm called
police to investigate the smell of marijuana emitting
from one of the rooms. Upon arriving to the scene,
Officer Lashinsky knocked on the room's door, only
to get no. response. He then knocked on the adjacent
door, from which Joshua Sunshine emerged with
what Lashinsky described as glassy, red-rimmed and
watery eyes.
Lashinsky then asked him if he had been smoking pot and if any was in his room, to both of which

· Sunshine answered yes. Lashinsky
claims that when he asked Sunshine to
retrieve tbe marijuana, Sunshine replied
that he could not remember where it was.
Lashinsky then asked if he could search the
room. Sunshine replied by opening a drawer on his
desk and pulling out a Tupperware container with a
number of plastic baggies inside. Lashinsky obtained
the baggies and found their contents to be marijuana
and acid. Upon a further search, he found rolling
papers and a glass pipe.

Another DUI at UCF
Waylon Richardson was observed by Officer
Emert on Feb. 24 driving his black Toyota SUV at 60
mph on the 35 mph Gemini Blvd. Emert claimed that
as he sped up to conduct a traffic, Richardson turned
right on McCulloch Road and accelerated again to 60
mph.
Emert noticed that Richardson's car was "hugging the left lane line and swerving over the centerline." At this point, Emert activated the video camera
installed in his patrol car and his emergency lights.
Richardson then entered and stopped at Northgate
Lakes Apartments, where Emert made contact with

him.
Emert noticed that Richardson's eyes were
bloodshot and glassy. He asked for the driver's name,
to which Richardson replied with "Jermaine A.
Joubert." After his wallet containing his real identity
was located in the vehicle by police, Richardson
admitted his true identity.

NetLibrary users must have a UCF account
FROM PAGE

1

Guides" and Cliff's Notes are
also available and becoming
increasingly popular.
To use NetLibrary, users
only need to register and then
are ready to browse or borrow ebooks. According to Hoeppner,
users can browse e-books for a
short period of time or borrow
the book and view it for two
hours. The book is downloaded
one page at a time. Users can
access NetLibrary itself for an
unlimited amount of time.
N etLibrary searches for ebooks by title, keyword, subject,
and author. There is also a text
option that allows for searches
within books, which means that
users can locate chapters or sections of books as opposed to
starting from the beginning.
NetLibrary also has tables
of contents for e-books and a
bookmark option. WebLuis,
currently used in UCF's library,
will indicate whether or not a
title can be found on
NetLibrary.
Like many library books,
NetLibrary contains only one
copy of each book. Therefore, if
an e-book is checked out, no
one else can use it. To return the
book, either click on return or
wait for the time to expire.
"The book will automatically go back after two hours,"
said Hoeppner.
There is a catch, however.
"You must have a UCF
computer account or set up an ·
account through a UCF computer" said Hoeppner. In order to
use NPtT ibrary's free service,

•

· tr '"W,~.
·· ~

•

LEGAL HELP LINE
Get_Knowledge and make your decision
based on facts, not ~ssumptions

•Personal Injury

• Criminal Law

1 Medical Bills
2 Lost work time
3 Vehicle Damage

1 Misdemeanor
2 Felony
3 DUI Charges

•

call 24 hrs.

•

1·800-770-4664·
No Fees or Cos~ if there is no Recovery
The hiring of a lawyer is an important decision. Before you decide to
hire the lawyer -to whom you are referred, ask that lawyer for written
information about that l~wyer's qualifications and experience.

NOWHl'RING

•

..
•
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PHOTO BY HALEY CABRERA

Students can now access library books online through a fairly new sys·
fem ta UCF, Netlibrary. E·baaks are available in a wide range of topics
from business to literature.
users must set up an account
through a UCF computer. That
means any computer on campus
or through Pegasus at home.
Otherwise, students will be
prompted to purchase the collection.
UCF has had NetLibrary
since October, but few users are
aware of its establishment. UCF
purchased the collection from

NetLibrary, which provides ebooks for public, private and
academic libraries. It then
allows affiliates to access the
information.
To check out NetLibrary
and set up and account, visit
http://www.netlibrary.com. For
further information or assistance, contact Athena Hoeppner
at 407-823-5880.
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Ultimate Pi Phi
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NATHAN HOLIC
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
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In the course of facing challenges like this, y9u'U learn
how to think on your feet. Stay cool under pressure. T~.ke
charge. Talk
~

.

to an Army,ROTC rep. You'll find there's

nothing like a little cHrnbing to help prepare you for
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Former Chapter President
Selected
as
Traveling
Consultant
Jennifer Smith, a Delta
. I Delta Delta sorority member
and senior at the University of
Central Florida, was recently
selected travel the country as a
Field Consultant for the sorority's International Headquarters.
Jennifer will begin in the Fall~
making her way from· campus
to campus, consulting and
advising the various Tri-Delta
chapters at those schools.
As a student at UCF
Jennifer was very involved with
Tri-Delta, serving as both
Chapter Presid~nt and as House
Manager. Her involvement at
the university was also a major
factor in her selection as a Field

•

•
•

Pi Beta Phi sorority hosted
their second annual Rock the
Arrow competition this past
week, a fund-raising project
comprising of two smaller
events. Ultimate Pi Phi was the
first of the two events, and was
held in at Lake Claire.
Fraternity and sorority participants competed in a football
toss, a tug-of-war, a sack hop, a
pie-eating contest and a soccer
obstacle course. Pi Kappa Phi
fraternity won the overall
games
competlt10n
for
Ultimate Pi Phi. The second of
the two events for Rock the
Arrow was "Say What?" Pi Phi,
a lip-synch and dance contest
similar to the MTV television
show.
Though the events were
designed simply as fun competlt10ns, every participating
Greek organization worked to
raise over 4000 books for Links
to Literacy. Through active
involvement in literacy programs." Pi Beta Phi seeks to
advance their founding purpose
of "promoting the happiness of
humanity." All collected books
were donated to shelters, public
schools, hospitals and family
centers.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon fraternity won the overall Rock
the Arrow competition, placing
first for large fraternities. Phi
Delta Theta fraternity won first
overall in the small fraternity
bracket, and Zeta Tau Alpha
sorority won first overall for all
Sigma
Alpha
sororities.
Epsilon also won the "Pi Phi
Love" award for their enormous contribution of nearly
2000 · books to Links to
Literacy.

Secondhand sntoke is the third leading cause of
preventable death in this country, killing 53,000
nonsmokers in the U.S. each year
--(Americans for Nonsmokers' Rights)

COME TO THE WELLHESS EXPO Olf MARCH 7, 2001
(10:00 A.M. - 2:00 P.M.)
Bring this ad to register for the drawing of a
STRIK&pme pak!

I•
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Consultant: Jennifer was an
active member of the Student
Alumni Ambassadors Council,
the · Campus Activities Board,
Quotes
(advertising/public
relations organization), the
Public
Relations
Florida
Association, Lead Scholars and
the national Greek Honor
Society, the Order of Omega.

Badge Day Celebrated
The National Panhellenic
Council-the governing body
of 26 international women's
fraternities, nine of which are
represented at UCF-celebrated their National Badge Day on
March 5. The day was organized to coincide with National
Women's History Month.
"Over 3 million collegiate
and alumnae women belong to
_fraternal organizations," said
Lissa Bradford, Chairman of
the
National
Panhellenic
Council. "National Badge Day
gives sorority women of all
ages and in all locations a
chance to show their Greek
pride." Women across the
nation and abroad wore their
fraternity badges or letters in
honor of the occasion, and
many participated in volunteer
activities to commemorate over
100 years of community service .
"Our long history of working to better our communities
dates back to 1853," said
Bradford. "The essence of
many sororities is philanthropic
service."
During the last year, fraternity women at UCF contributed
thousands of hours of community service, working to help
such philanthropies as the
American Cancer Society, the
Susan G. Koleman Foundation,
the
Children's
Miracle
Network and the Arnold Palmer
Hospital.
Chi Omega Wins Scholarship
Chi Omega sorority member Erica Lonergan surprised
even herself at the Feb. 24 UCF
Men's Basketball game against
Campbell when she won a full
semester's paid tuition. Picked
to participate in a half-time
three-point shoot-out earlier in
the
basketball
season,
Lonergan made three shots in
thirty seconds to advance to t_he
finals. Nailing one three-point
shot was enough this last time;
Lonergan won the finals and
walked out of the UCF Arena
with a scholarship for a semester's tuition.

Intramural teams have been turned away this semester
FROM PAGE

1

time period, Recreational Services
submitted its requested budget
directly to the Activity and Service
Fee Committee of the Student
Government Association (SGA)
each year. In May of 1999, however, Recreational Services became a
part of Campus Life Facilities
(CLF), which changed the budget
process for Intramural Sports.
Along with Intramural Sports, CLF
is made up of the Student Union,
the Recreational Services building
currently under construction and
other programs provided by
Recreational Services. Now,
Intramural Sports submits its budget to CLF, which combines budgets from each of its parts and submits a total
budget to the
Activity and
Service Fee
Committee.
That committee then recommends
a
budget
to
SGA, which
must be passed
Hall
for the July 1
beginning of UCF's fiscal year.
CLF recently submitted its
requested budget for the 2001-2002
fiscal year, with Intramural Sports
asking for an OPS amount of
$119,000. But the Activity and

Service Fee Committee, expecting
a shortage of funds, asked CLF
director Mark Hall to cut the entire
CLF budget by 20 percent. Hall
said the committee specifically
instructed him not to cut any funding to the Student Union's OPS
budget. Thus, other programs had
to be cut in larger amounts. Hall
said that in that scenario, he will
request only $72,000 for Intramural
Sports. That is a 35 percent reduction from the $119,000 Intramural
Sports
originally
asked for, significantly more than if 20
percent was systematically cut from each
part of the CLF budget.
"Some programs
get cut more than
others," Hall said. "I
had to find money in
a lot of places. The
easiest place to cut is
temporary employees. You can't cut
full-time staff or
fixed costs.
"My responsibility as director of the department
is to make resource decisions.
Sometimes I have to make decisions that aren't very popular. The
problem is that all of our programs
are popular."
Wilkening thinks that participation in intramurals will increase

next year because of increased student enrollment, the completion of
the new Recreational Services
building and new student housing
placed next to the recreational facility. If Intramural Sports receives
$72,000 in OPS money for the
2001-2002 fiscal year, Wtlkening
said even more cuts will have to be
made within the program.
"There's a couple of choices
that we can make," he said. "One is
to eliminate sports, so we can fund

to have an impact, it's going to have
to be a major sport."
Wilkening explained the steps
he would take if Intramural Sports
received only $72,000.
''I'll do a few things. I'll probably take all the six-week seasons
and make them five weeks. I might
eliminate a couple of special events
and the rest would have to come
from caps. My personal feeling is
it's best to fund as many sports at a
little bit as opposed to a couple of

Student
referees
are paid
with
money
from the
Student
Activity
and
Service
Fee.

CFFFrLE
PHOTO

more teams in other sports. Another
would be to further reduce seasons
and eliminate the. tournaments at
the end of the year. Even if we
eliminated a tournament, we'd still
have to have a cap on how many
teams we take, but we'd be able to
take more. If we eliminate a sport,

sports at a lot."
UCF Recreational Services
Director Loren Knutson said his
main concern in the matter was for
the students who won't get a
chance to play because of a lack of
money.
''The ones that I fear we're

going to be losing when we have to
start limiting the number of teams
are the ones who (intramural
sports) probably do the most good
for," said Knutson, who has beeIV
Director of Recreational Services at
UCF since 1977 but will leave the
school when his contract ends in
September of 2001.. "It's going to
be those at the lower level of the
ability spectrum and interest level
that it probably does the most good
for; and those are probably the ones
that are going to be left out."
Hall said that without an
increase in the Student Activity and
Service Fee, there will not be
enough funding to provide for
every UCF student who wants to
play intramural sports.
"We're trying to do the best we
can with the money we have," he
said. "All the activities that fall
under the Student Activity and
Service Fee are experiencing cuts.
''There are resource decisions
that have to be made. Yes, students
are paying fees, but these fees don't
cover everything. To cover everything the students want, the fees
would have to be two or three times
higher, and there have to be limits."
There is not yet a set date for
when the Activity and Service Fee
Committee must make its budget
recommendations to SGA, but the
budget must be passed in time to be
implemented for the July 1 beginning ofUCF's new fiscal year.
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Quality Food at College Prices!''
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CHRISTIE ZIZO
STAFF WRITER
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Tradition Starts Here!''
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STUDENTS

WANlTo
.
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• Fully furnished spacious
3 and 4 bedroom units

•Individual (private)
bathrooms available

l

.

eorofuUtJtf,)' ; rtzftU?flS
• computer lab
• fitness center
• sand volleyball court
•clubhouse
•picnic areas & barbecue grills
• 2 sparkling pools
•beautiful lakeside setting
•gazebo area
• fax service available

• Individual leases for
your financial protection
Each unit provides:
• fullsize washer and dryer
•microwave
•garbage disposal
• dishwasher
• refrigerator with icemaker
•range
• miniblinds
• Private balconies available

•

Station gives students voice

•Study desk in every bedroom

The sounds coming from
the WNSC studio differ a bit
from those coming from UCF's
other station, WUCF FM. UCF
students that want a change
from the jazz sounds of WUCF
FM now have an alternative
with the school's new studentrun radio station.
WNSC (NSC stands for
Nicholson
School
of
Communications) broadcasts
2417 on channel 21 around campus and over the internet at
ucf.edu/-wnscam. Their purpose is to provide news and
entertainment college students
will enjoy.
"Michelle Betz, at the time
a new professor at UCF, pushed
to begin a radio station here [in
the fall of 1999]," said WNSC
station manager and _UCF
senior Nick LoCicem. "The
equipment existed and the cabl~
line for channel 21 on campus
was already dedicatt(d for UCF
use. The RTV department
already used the line for the
Knightly Khews, a student orientated tv news cast, so they
decided to open it up for students interested in radio as well.
WNSC has a schedule of
different programs and they
play everything from Latin to
Underground music. They also
liave sports and entertainment
shows, as well as LoCicero's
morning show style program
"Afternoons
and
Coffeespoons ."
Sophomore
Wade
Randolph heard about the station through Locicero, who he
had class with. "Whether it's
because I enjoy entertaining
people or just seeking attention,
the field of broadcasting has
always attracted me," said
Randolph. Randolph runs a
show on Monday from 10:30 11 :30 a.m. called "Rock
History 101".
"I pick an artist, group,
band, etc. and do an hour long
history lesson on their life and
career with music and narrative.
Both RTV majors and non-

majors are allowed to sign up,
although non-majors must be
accompanied in the studio by an
RTV major. This allows for
variety, because students from
many different groups can produce a show and tailor it to their
likes.
Soph~omore Karen Berlin
put in her application to the
RTV department and should
know their decision in March.
"Right now I haven't decided
exactly what I'm going to do at
WNSC," said Berlin. "I'd like
to help out with the weekly
Radio News Project variety
show, as wel1 as work on scheduling, music and programmmg."
Berlin's father started
WVUM, the student station at
the University of Miami in
1967. "I've grown up with a
radio background, it's become a
s9rt of family legacy," she said.
"Once I found out about WNSC
I knew I had to get involved at
my own university's radio station."
Junior Matthew Smith is a
TV production major and hosts
a punk and ska band .
"I have my own show on
Friday afternoons,
called
'FreeStyleStupid' and it's pretty
much going to be about just
that, along with playing some
ska and punk," said Smith.
WNSG also runs a variety
show on Tuesdays from 6:30
p.m. - 7 p.m., which includes
news, sports, horoscopes,
movie reviews and anything
else that comes up. "I'm
responsible for the "Local 411"
[local club scene] segment of
the weekly news show," said
Smith.
As WNSC gains in publicity and popularity, LoCicero
hopes to expand. "I want to
expand WNSC into a facility
that can be accessed by DJs on
a 24-hour basis," said LoCicero.
"Right now, it is only during
communication building business hours.2
Students can check out a
complete WNSC program
schedule as well as DJ and station info at ucf.edu-/wnscarn.

Daniels competed against students
from Stanford, University of Pittsburg
said she didn't look a bit nervous.
"I
was
embarrassed
particular
question
that
stumped her.
watching myself .on TV, I felt
"I knew a lot of the ques- like I was reliving my nertions they asked my oppo- vousness," she said.
"It was really
nents, but we
just had to
exciting
to
was really wm.
· onee I
agree or dis- "It
FRoMPAGE

•All bedrooms prewired to
allow for two phone lines

"

1

-----------------------

...
Other Floorplans Available

FREE HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS ,.

Located on McCulloch Road - just outside the UCF North Gate!
For More Info Call:

366-7474

agree. with the exciting to win ... '' got there, I
was
really
celebrity. We
really had to
_Ti'eshia Daniels, Student focused on he
game." She
read their body
added,
"I
language."
In the final round, Daniels wanted to represent UCF so
was tied with her opponent. well, and I was relieved that I
However, she answered the did."
Daniels said she doesn't
final question correctly and
won $5,500.
know exactly what she will do
The show origjnally aired with the money, but will probFeb. 12, and Daniels' friends ably invest it.
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Ecstasy use on the rise among college age students
Brooke Williams, 21, a senior at the
CONTRIBUTING WRIIER
University of Central Florida is a counselor at
the Student Health Resource Center. She has
There is a drug infiltrating the culture of counseled many students after they have gotthe youth of America, causing seizures and ten in trouble with the law from drugs or alcodeath in its path. Ecstasy continues to gain hol.
popularity at raves among teen-agers and
''I see primarily freshman and sophoyoung adults. The dangers of the drug run mores, which is kind of understandable,
from side affects, to brain damage to death.
because people want to experiment when
Use of the designer drug called ecstasy they first get to college," said Williams.
has doubled since 1995. Ecstasy seizures
"One of the big problems with ecstasy,"
have risen from 400,000 tablets seized in Williams explained "is that a lot of times
1997 to 9.3 million tablets seized in 2000. there are a lot of mixed things in it that peoAlso, emergency room visits for ecstasy ple don't know about." Williams said that the
related accidents have risen more than 10 pill could be cut with substances like LSD,
times what it had been in 1996.
speed, mescaline, heroine, cocaine or
Ecstasy is a drug called MDMA(N- ephedrine. The reason for this is that MOMA
methyl-3, 4-rnethylenedioxyamphetaine). is expensive and these other ingredients can
The first patent came in 1914 by a German make the drug cheaper and easier to make.
company as an appetite suppressant. In the
A drug that looks like MOMA that is
1970s psychotherapists used it
an aid to prevalent at the nightclub scene is called
therapy, such as marriage counseling, before PMA. The drug PMA acts much like MOMA
it became outlawed in the U.S. in 1987. The does on the body, but at lower doses.
ban occurred because of continual abuses of Therefore, the user may take multiple pills,
the drug in Europe's and the U.S.' nightclub and this can cause death.
scene.
"PMA increases your body temperature
MOMA in its pure form can produce and people's organs and brain can actually
mild intoxication and hallucinations, a sense begin to cook. One guy that died recently in
of pleasure and feelings of euphoria. There is Orlando had a body temperature of 108
often an increased sense of sociability or degrees when he was pronounced dead," said
closeness with others, and enhanced commu- Williams.
nication skills. Ecstasy may also make one
Williams promotes contacting dancefeel like they have energy and are full of con- safe.com to her clients that use ecstasy. Not
fidence.
only is there a lot of information on the r~re
Negative aspects of the drug include _ational drug, but there is also something
sweating, .increased blood pressure and heart called an ecstasy testing kit. In the kit there is
rate, nausea, grinding of teeth and jaw pain, a liquid that when poured on a pill it turns
blurred vision, vomiting or anxiety and panic black if it's MOMA, and pink or green for
attacks, and sleeplessness.
other drugs. Its use is to discern fake pills
JONATHAN FRIEDMAN

from real MOMA.
Williams says that people can overheat on both pure ecstasy or cut ecstasy.
People at raves don't drink enough water, and
usually drink beer which does not hydrate the
body properly. People move and dance
around a crowded dance club, and they begin

to dehydrate. Williams recommends drinking
plenty of water and getting plenty of fresh air
if you use the drugs at raves.
Williams said she has even heard of people taking the drug as a suppository, because
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Fresh squeezed

as

PHOTO DY ADAM SHIVER

Acouple of students set up 'shop' in front of the Student ,Union Feb. 26 selling lemonade and cookies. The ·thirst-quenching lemonade was welcomed by students due to the
hot weather of the day.

Happy Hour

2 FOR 1 DRAUGHTS
2·7 Weekdays

(w/ Valid Student ID)

OrlandoSentinetcom

Pitchers
of Beer
After S:OOpm
Saturdays &

Sundays

All Day & Night
Saturdays

12269 University Blvd.• Orlando, fl 32817 • 407.282.0505

OrlandoSentinel.com has the classified ads
and a whole lot more. Post your resume with us or let our Personal Search Agent9'1
work 24 hours a day to find the job you
want. Your qualifications are matched
with all the jobs in the Central Florida area
and with over 75 leading career sites. ·

careerbuilder

•:••••·•·••
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Spring of 2001
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Teacher Job Fair*
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, Laser system more secure,
, more difficult to interfere
I
with than conventional radar
1

April 16, 2001

FROM PAGE

Starts at 8: 30 a.m.
Opportunities include:
Elementary Education, Language Arts, Math, Science,
Exceptional Student Education and
Other Special Interests

Dynamic, Dedicated, mverse...
Discover The Attraction of Osceola School District
1

•

Kissimmee Middle School
2410 Dyer Blvd.
Kissimmee, Florida 34741
http://www.osceola.k12.fl.us

•

•

•

1

tral imaging laser radar system.
Dr. Hopen has been involved in
research in her field since 1990.
While the project is a job for
a single person, Dr. Hopen plans
to keep a graduate student on a
$20,000 salary with full tuition
waivers for each year of the project's duration
Hopen said that her husband
is a navy pilot and her laser radar
system is something that could
be used on an aircraft that h~
flies, which is how she got the
idea for the project in the first
place. "The reason I was so
drawn to it is because it was a
real world application that
requires my expertise in math,"
she said .
While conventional radar
uses radio frequencies to determine . the location of aircraft,
Hopen's laser system is more
secure and more difficult to
intentionally interfere with and

detect which, combined with its
lower energy usage, makes it a
viable system for the Navy's use
in i~entifying oncoming objects.
One potential problem involves
the influences the atmosphere
may have on the laser system,
which is what Hopen will be
researching starting May 1.
"Probably the toughest part of
the problem is the double path
monostatic channeling model.
There isn't really anything that
can't be done."
· The best possible outcome
would be to determine if a laserradar system would be practical,
and what the atmospheric influences would be.
"I'm hoping to be able to
conclusively tell the Navy
whether or not a laser system
will work for this situation, and
if it does what the limitations
will be," she said Hopen said
that after the completion of this
project, she hopes to continue
doing research for the Navy.

*Must Register to Attend - No later than April 2nd, 2001.
Call 1-407-870-4800 for more information. ADMISSION IS FREE.

TeH your Mom. you want
to spend Spnng Break
look1~9 a~ gra~ schools.
-
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Dear Health Nut,
I have been using the Depo-Provera shot as my form of birth
control for about eight months. I have had no side effects other
than the 20 pounds I have gained since I began using it. I desperately want to lose this weight, but want to do it in a safe and effective way so that it will stay off. I considered taking Metabolife, but
I have heard mixed messages about it. What do you think?
Desperate to lose

•
Dear Desperate to lose,

•

•
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FAU Graduate

School Expo

at BeachPlace on Ft. Lauderdafe Beach
Thursday, March I 5th
12:00pm - 4:00pm
~

FREE Great Advice & Cool Stuff
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Beach Place

On AIA, North of Las Olas Bvd.

(954) 236-1000 • www.fau.edu/broward
•

Unfortunately there is no magic pill to take off the weight you
have recently gained. Although some people have had amazing results
from using herbal diet pills, such as Metabolife, they are not very safe .
Essentially those pills are speed. Although you may have quick results,
in the long run it is an ineffective way to diet, not to mention unhealthy.
Weight gain is a side effect of Depo-Provera that 2/3 of it users
experience due to either water retention or increase in appetite. But, if
women remain active and don't change their diet, it shouldn't be an
issue.
According to Dr. Yvonne Thorton, the best way to start losing
weight is to write down each and everything you put in your mouth,
except for chewing gum. Limit your caloric intake to between 1,200
and 1,400 calories per day. Also, make sure you are drinking at least
eight glasses of water a day.
Setting rational and easily achievable goals is the first step in creating a weight loss plan. The more realistic you are, the more likely
you will be to stick with it. So, start by doing some goal setting. The
United States Gateway advises not to los~ more than two pounds per
week.
You must also begin to make some changes in your diet. Make
sure you are including at least five fruits and vegetables in your meal
plan. Whole grains, low fat dairy products and lean meats important to
a balanced diet and are good choices.
Also, make time in your day for physical exercise, even if it is taking the stairs rather than the elevator. Slowly begin to incorporate
physical activities until you feel comfortable with more rigorous
endeavors.
These are the first baby steps towards your ideal weight. But, it is
important to realize that you have to make some lifelong changes in
the way you live in order to live a healthy life and to stay the size you
want to be.
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Women's History Month
came from humble start
LIBBY BAIRD
STAFF WRITER

Women's History Month
began as just a day celebrating. Europe cel~brated their
first International Women's
Day on Mar. 8, 1911. Around
that time, women's suffrage
was becoming an issue in
Europe as well as in the
United States. In 1978, a
county in California introduced Women's History Week,
which
coincided
with
Women's History Day.
The trend caught on, and
soon schools everywhere
began to put on programs with
the theme 'Women's History
Week.' Some of the leaders
from the California group presented their idea of a Women's
History Week to the Women's
Institute at Sarah Lawrence
College among others. The
participants began to put on
programs
and
everyone
involved supported the effort
to have Congress legislate a
Women's History Week for the
nation.
In 1982, their work was
rewarded when Congress
established National Women's
History Week. An organization called the National
Women's History Project
began to distribute material
and put on programs to educate the public about women's
history during that week and
the rest of the year.
In 1987, the Project succeeded in expanding the week
to an entire. month. Each year

since then, the Congress has
issued a resolution for the
month with widespread support. One such resolution discussed the influence of women
on
various
aspects
of
American
culture.
The
President of the United States
shows his support by issuing
an annual proclamation. In
President Clinton's 2000
proclamation, he sang the
praises of such historically
important women as writer
Zora Neale Hurston and
Eileen Collins, the first
woman commander of a space
shuttle mission.
The next step in the furthering of women's issues is
the progress by the President's
Commission
on
the
Celebration of Women in
History in America towards
the establishment of a
National Museum of Women's
History, which is expected to
be located in Washington D.C.
along with other museums
such as the Smithsonian museums.
The purpose of the month
is to educate the public about
women's history with the
hopes of establishing women 's
history into school curriculum, hence making it impossible to go through a history
class without being reminded
of women 's contributions to
American History. The federal
government has planned many
events for the month of March
and encourages all American
to celebrate in appropriate
ways.

Calendar of Events
"Identity and Home": ,, Interpreted by Central FL Asian
American Women: March 1 - 30 Library-Special Collections
Room 501
Victim's Services Spring Training. For anybody interested in
becoming a volunteer/intern with the Victim Services Unit, or
for anyone interested in the field of victim advocacy/victimology: March 2 - 3 .Business Administration Room 209
International Black Woman's Congress Conference. "I Hear
Music in the Air": March 3 Holiday Inn Altamonte Springs, FL
8 a.m. - 4 p.m. for more information contact 407-331-5665
Blue Stocking Brown Bag Lunch Series. "History of Women
in Politics in Central Florida" Ms. Bea Ettinger and Ms.
Marylin Crotty: March 6 Visual Arts Building-Rooml05 12 - 1
p.m.
to reserve a seat call 823-6502
A Celebration of Women Zeta Phi Beta dinner: March 7 for
more information go to www.ladiesofthedove.com
"The Way Home." A discussion with film clips on multiculturalism and lesbianism Co-facilitated by Bette Tallen and
Diana Mitchell of the Office of Diversity Initiatives: March 22
Visual Arts Building-Room 105 4 - 5:30 p.m.
Grace Paley, Distinguished Author Free Public Lecture.
"Healing Through Color, Sound, Breath and Touch": March 29
UCF Arena 8 p.m.
For more visit the Women's Studies Web site
pegasus .cc. ucf.edu/-womenst/gzet_newsletter/march/womenherstorymonth.htm

Join the Student Academic Resource Center (SARC), First-Year Advising & Information
Services (FY), Academic Services for Student-Athletes (ASSA), and Academic
Exploration Program (AEP) in:
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College Transition Sessions are being held March 19-21, 2001 to help
prepare you in your transition from your first-year advising office to your
respective college/school at the end of the spring 2001 semester. In
addition, a representative from each college/school will inform you of the
resources they have available and address schedule planning concerns for .
the summer/fall 2001 terms.

TO SIGN UP or if you have any questions, please call or stop by
SARC (PH 115) at 407-823-5130. Space is limited.
Academic Support and Advising Programs
Student Development and Enrollment Services

Master·
ourDestiny
You're close to getting your bachelor's degree. Are you
looking for an edge in achieving your career goals?
Consider the University of South Florida. We offer hundreds of options for graduate students, including master's
and doctoral degrees in:
• Architecture
• Anthropology
·Biology
• Business Administration
• Computer Science
·Education
• Engineering

·Fine Arts
• Marine Science
·Medicine
·Nursing
• Public Administration
• Public Health

Another option is USF's graduate certificate programs.
From marriage and family therapy to wireless engineering,
many ..of the specialized programs can be completed in as
few as five classes. And many certificate courses can be
applied toward a master's degree.

Deadline for fall application :

•

June 1

(most programs)
Study in the Tampa Bay area, one of the best locations to
live and work in the nation, according to Places Rated
Almanac. USF is a Research I institution.

For more information,
call toll-free (866) 974-8800,
visit the Web site enroll.usf.edu

•

or

T TC' J;' University ol

~

· South Florida

•
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· Brain damage and death are effects of MDMA usage
FROM PAGE 8

..

supposedly it gets into the user's bloodstream
faster. The pill itself usually has some kind of
insignia on the front of it like a McDonald's
sign, Playboy bunny or a snake etc. Williams
says this is probably a special symbol for the
underground chemist who produces the pill.
Prices from the pill raflge from $10 to $50.
A recent survey conducted by the
Student Health Resource Center .at UCF
found that 6 percent of all students at UCF
have tried ecstasy or other designer drugs in
the last 30 days. In the last year the number'is
16 percent of all students. Williams says that

30 percent of those who dropped out of col- value of over $41 million dollars.
lege in 1999 were because of drug addiction.
The suspect Tamer Adel Ibrahim was a
Williams points out that this number is prob- jet-setting, high-rolling playboy who bought
ably low since people tend to keep drug prob- cocaine from the Mexicans and Colombians
lems secret.
and then sold it for big money to the
The long-term effects of Ecstasy are Europeans. He then took those profits to buy
brain damage. There are damages to specific millions of ecstasy tablets from the
nerves in the brain that release serotonin. The Netherlands, which he in tum sold to the U.S.
brains' nerve endings branch and regrow Ibrahim knew the feds suspected him and he
abnormally. In turn this causes fewer sero- . fled first to Mexico and then to Amsterdam
tonin transporters. This causes emotion, where Dutch authorities arrested his as he
memory and learning abnormalities.
planned his next big illegal transfer of drugs.
In July 2001, customs at Los Angeles Ibrahim is the biggest known alleged wholeInternational Airport seized \.T.S. record 2.1 saler of ecstasy.
million ecstasy pills, with an estimated street
More than 90 percent of ~cstasy on !he

U.S. market comes from the Netherlands and
Belgium, although Romania and Poland have
recently gotten involved. The tablets are
made inside 18-wheeler trucks or floating
barges.
Although Wheeler says that pure
MDMA may not be· harmful, it can always
affect people differently, depending on their
metabolism. A bigger problem happens
when the drug is cut with more dangerous
drugs. Also, people should use common
sense when using the drug at raves, because
overheating is a serious problem that has
claimed the lifes of two individuals in recent
months, according to Williams.

Join the JS Million
Americans who e·ffle!

•

Get your refund in half the usual time even Wier with Direct Deposit - mg IRS e-file. We'll
prepare your return and file it with the IR.5 electronically.
It's fast, accurate, and secure with proof of accep12nc:e
within 48 hours.

Do you owe taxes? Get the benefits of IRS e-file
and delay your direct debit or credit card payment
until April 16, 2001.

FREE electronic filing with tn return preparation.
Call 407-359-1366 today for an appoinbnentl

'""A'nt>
Aulhorized IRS
•. . .
e-li/e Provider
_,._m111_.-~-

BARNOCKYS ACCOUNflNG AND TAX SERVICE
890 Northern way, SUlta A·1 •Winter Spi1gs, R. 327m

Mom says
t your greens•••

2 Oviedo
Oviedo Marketplace Mall
(outside entrance near
Bed Bath & Beyond)
-Red Bug Rd & The
Greenway (Hwy 417)
• 407-359-7028

............. •.• ....
~ 10%off

•

Bring this ad with valid
U.C.F. ID canl in to
Chamberlin's Oviedo
Marketplace and reci.eve
10% off on your next
purchase. Offer excludes
pre-discounteq_merchandise.

••••••••••••••••••
• Fresh FOOd Deli

--------COMMUNICATIONS S T O R E S - - - - - - - ORLANDO
2914 E. Colonial Or.
(across from Fashion Square Mall)
407.a94-5770
7720 S. Orange Blossom Tra~
(comer of OBT and Sand Lake Rd.)
407.a51-9040
Fash10n SQUa!e Mall Kiosk
(near lood COUii)
407.a51-9040

AlTAMONTE SPRINGS
440 E. Altamonte Or.
407.a31-4664
Altamoote Springs Mall Kiosk
(near food court)
OVIEDO
8155 Red Bug Lake Rd
{across from Oviedo Marketplace)
407-365-4949

LAKELAND
Lakeland SQuaie Mall Kiosk
{near food C()Urt)
941.a59-2843
DAYTONA
2475 Intl. Speedway Bl\/d.
(Volusia Ave. n the Home Oepot
Shopping Center)

LEESBURG
LeesbLHg Square Mall Kiosk
{neai lood court)
Store floors:
9-B
M-F

904-226-8000

Open Regular Mall Hours

MELBOURNE

1406 W New Haven Ave.
(just east ol Melbourne Square Mall on
Rt 192)
321-984-0320

Sat.

1()-6

Sun.

12~

~

- - AUTHORIZED RETAILERS KISSIMMEE
Cell City
407-516-1994
OCOEE
Cell City
407-877-1166
ORLANDO
The Beeper Outlet
407-381-90!}1
First Class C<imnni ucatior,s
407-438-8990

Freddy's Beepers & Cellular
407-426-9507
International CeOular
407-599-5222
Ouanlek CelUlar
407-522:9292 .
Secunty Wodd
407-895-5700
SupeiTel
4077361288
Te!Nel ol Orlando
407-294-1234

Subject to terms of Ce11u ar Service Ag·eerr:ert and Pr.ce Plars. Credit aporovat required. $175 early terminatiori lee. C D ~A Web Enaoled pnone ·equi•ed. All ca11s subject 10 taxes, to~ls a;id other cnarges .
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Low self-esteem plagues young women
I'm tired of feeling gross. I
am tired of watching endless
hours of television filled with
nothing but thin beautiful women.
I am tired of exercising (okay,
thinking about exercising). I am
tired of dieting. I am tired of my
prettiest friends not being happy
with themselves. I am tired of people being insensitive. I am tired of
people poking fun at overweight
people. I am tired of having low
self esteem. Maybe some of you
don't understand this but hold on I
will get to my point.
I don't really know when it
happened. It was just like barn! It
was like this little lose-your-selfconfidence demon took over my
soul. I am-now obsessed with how
my weight and how I am perceived by others. Why does this

happen to so
many girls and
will it ever stop?
I know to
say that it's not
fair is really idiotic, but hey it
isn't fair. Skinny
girls want to
gain curves, fat girls want to lose
curves, regular girls just want to
be perfect. It never ends. I wonder
if we never had the media if this
ever present craving to be perfect
would have occurred. I mean did
cave women sit around and look
enviously upon each others
dinosaur bone hair clips? And did
they diet by only eating leaves and
skipping out on tasty Triceratops
meat?
I have some of the most gor-

geous girls as friends and they
aren't happy just being them
either. It seems to get worse when
we get together. Besides talking
about boys and shopping it seems
we turn to talking about losing
weight and which methods work
the best."Why can't this stop?
I guess I just wish that T.V. ,
movies and magazines were more
realistic. Of COW'Se they say that
stupid line about "Who wants to
look at fat unattractive girls?"
That's not what I am saying.

Being more
realistic
would
include
showing
more everyday people.
The fraction
of. people in
this world who look like Jennifer
Aniston is very small so I seriously doubt that the American people
would be shocked by seeing
someone with a little more meat
on their bones.
I think people just need to
open their eyes and realize that the
boob tube is a load of garbage and
trying to be Brittany Spears is next
to impossible. I als9 think that
poking fun at overweight people is
just about the meanest thing a per-

son can do. Many people who I
love dearly are overweight and
they would do anything for just
about anyone. They are still people and they have feelings just like
everyone else. So the next time
you chuckle. as someone makes a
joke about a fat person think about
someone you love who is overweight and imagine that was them
that you were laughing at.
I don't want my daughters to
be as obsessed with their weight
and looks as I am. I am seriously
considering not letting them play
with Barbies. Hey, maybe that's
where it starts. I mean come on all
little girls want to be princesses
and barbies. Why can't we teach
therrt it's okay have big hips or
small breasts? Why didn't anybody teach me?
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Student defends wr~ter
This is a letter in

.
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...goes down the toilet
CHRIS ZAPATIER
STAFF WRITER

There is 25 minutes· left until
class begins, and thank Qod for that.
I have got to pinch a massive loaf,
and for a guy my size that is no
small task. So I make my way to the
bathroom in the Communications
building, to the first-class luxury
stall in the back (complete with private sink, mirror and toilet). Much to
my dismay, the toilet is hermetically
sealed in plastic and marked "Out of
Order."
I try the next stall and close the
door behind me only to discover a
toilet seat splashed with what I hope
to God is water. After mopping up
the mess and lining the toilet with
fourteen layers of toilet paper I take
a seat on the cold, short throne. I
raise my head and take in the splendid view afforded to me by the three
' inch crevices on opposite sides of
the door.
I sit poised like a sprinter on the
tips of my toes trying to overcome

·----·

the binding effects of my strict, fad
diet, but I find it difficult to relax my
bowels when there are so many people in the bathroom that I can't here
myself think.
At last, the bathroom clears. As
I conduct my business, I notice that
the same brilliant architectural engineer responsible for the "windows"
designed a shelf that sits directly
overhead of the person crapping. I
notice one second too late that my
book bag is succumbing to gravity
and stop its descent with my cranium.
Finally, as I reach for the
"clean" I submerge my hand in
unflushed toilet water. I scream in
. horror and disgust, hold my arm out
like I just shook hands with a leper,
flush with my shoe and race to wash
my hands. DAMNIT! There is no
soap in the dispenser! From now on,
if I have to use the bathroom for any
function that requires sitting down,
I'll drive home. At least there the
only thing I have to worry about is a
roommate who can't aim.

.....
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Letter to the Editor

ing the "Letter To
The Editor" from Les
Carpenter. I think little Les boy needs to
calm himself just a little bit instead of completely bashing Katie Giraulo on her views
of George Bush. Is Les writing Jay Leno or
David Letterman or Saturday· NigQ.t Live,
people that constantly poke fun at the new
President?
Giraulo is expressing an opinion which
I, for one, think she should be free to
express. Les thinks that he is the last line in
political discussion, and also feels the need
to attack the writers of the Future. George
Bush did not, by any means, cl~an up in the
election, we all know that. So don't feed us
your lines about what the public wants.
What this country did was choose the
lesser of two evils. And that turned out to be
George Busl:r. And how can one claim .that
Mr. "W." has done more in one month than
Clinton did in eight years? Les, were you
offended by the scandals that rocked the
· White House and this country? Is that what
made you such a frustrated and easily intimidated person?
I think that Bill Clint<!m was a great
president_ I inay not follow politics as
deeply as you, Les, but I am allowed to an
opinion, so state wh~t you will.
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I th ink even the
scandals worked
for this country;
because it showed
that the president
was a human. And don't kid yourself about
it not happening in office. before.
George Bush has demonstrated that he
has not mastered the English language and
was not aware of who leaders of the world
were. I mean, to be honest, the media didn't
let· him study before they popped any such
questions on him, but still.
My point is this; don't write a paper like
the Central Florida Future bashing one of
their writers. A newspaper is allowed to an
opinion, as well as yourself, Les, ol' chap.
And I am now expressing mine. Reading
your ridiculous attack on Giraulo's opinions
was mind bending and inspired me to get up
and respond.
Next time something you read makes
you as angry as her article did, maybe you
should try some breathing exercises. Don't
write the paper and whine for three columns
without a real point, just to get steam off
your chest.
Keep up the good work, Future. Give
me more opinions!
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The moon.
always inspired

•

ass1on.
Now it's inspired

1rlh conlrof
•

INTRODUCING

NEW

NCE-A-MONTH LUNELLE:M
BIRTH
THE

CONTROL IN

SYNC WITH

MOON AND YOU.

The moon is a source of beauty and emotion. For
centuries, ou r monthly cycle has mirrored the moon 's.
Now, for the first time, there's birth control that's monthly,
not daily: new Lune/le.

An injectable that's 99% effective without the daily hassle.
Lune/le is a combo of hormones that works continuously-

"

all month long. Given on time each month by your doctor,
prescription Lune/le gives you birth control that's 99%
effective. That means you get monthly pregnancy
protection without the daily hassle-without the daily
worry-of taking the Pill. And if you want to get pregnant?
Most women get back to ovulating about two to three
months after receiving their last injection. Lune/le .doesn't
protect against HIV/AIDS or other sexually transmitted
diseases.

Hormonal birth control isn't for everyone.

•

•

Pregnant women or women with blood clots, chest pain,
certain cancers, unexplained vaginal bleeding, or a history
of liver disease, stroke, or heart attacks shouldn't take
Lune/le. Serious risks that can be life threatening include
blood clots, stroke, and heart attack. And hey. no smoking!
It increases these risks. esoecially if you're over 35 and
smoke 15 or more cigarettes a day.
During the first few months of taking Lune/le, most women
have a change in their periods, which may include no
bleeding, irregular bleeding, or spotting. This change may
continue with use in up to one third of women. In studies,
while some women lost weight on Lune/le, the average
change was an increase of 4 pounds in the first year. But
you should know, some women gained 10 or more pounds
in the first year.

So ask your healthcare professional about new Lune/le.
Why worry about taking a daily Pill when there's monthly

Lune/le? Birth control inspired by the moon.
Lune/le. In sync with the moon and you.
For more info: www.lunelle.com or 1 877 282-9273

Lunellc

monthly contraceptive injection

medroxyprogesterone acetate &
estradiol cypionate injectable suspension
See the next page for important product information.
©2001 Pharmacia & Upjohn, a division of Pharmacia
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George W. Bush, unfortunately, spea
Bush talks with foot in mouth
After poking fun at our new president
last week I began looking into some of the
other quality things our new chief executive
officer has had to say in the past. By the time
you finish reading this you will be left asking yourself ,"Why am I not the president of
the United States?"
Here are a few Bush-isms for you to
ponder:
"Higher education is not my priority." -(Quote is from the San Antonio ExpressNews, 3/22/98)
Is it any wonder Bush would not support higher education? He doesn't want anyone to be smarter than himself. To make sure
this doesn't happen
he should push for
schools to discontinue
education
after the fifth grade.
"We will promote individual
choice. We will
rely on private
insurance."
(Quote is from a
Bush speech in
Cleveland,
4/11/00)
Bush is basically saying to the elderly:
"You're on your own. Have fun hunting
down insurance from private companies."
"Uh, I support winning." --(Quote is
from CNN, 4/7/99)
This was W's bold stand on U.S.
involvement in Kosovo. He went on to say:
"And, uh, the strategy must ... America
should be slow to engage military, but once
we engage, we must do so to win." Glad to
LUNElLE"' Monthly Contraceptive Injection
me~:1pr_o~es:e~rne acetal~ and estradiof
1 na e m1ec a esuspensmn
LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive Injection
(like all hormonal contraceptives) is
intended to prevent pregnancy.
II does not protect against HIV infection
(AIDS} and other sexually transmitted
di
seases.
This stJTimary contains important information
about LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive
Injection. It is not meant to take the place of dis·
wssions with your doctor and it cannot replace
your doctor's advice. Only your doctor can assess
the benefits and risks to decide if LUNELLP
Monthly Contraceptive Injection is right for you.
Talk to your doctor or pharmacist, or other prescribing healthcare professional, if you do not
understand any of this information or nyou want
to know more about LUNELLE'" Monthly
Contraceptive Injection.
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LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive Injection is a
type of hormonal birth oontrol lhat is given as an
1nject1on (a shot) myour arm thigh or buttock
once amonth to prevent preg'nancy' It contains
hormones ll111ch have effects similarto the natural
hormones, estrogen and progesterone, iJoduced
in your body. Similar combinations of hormones
are found in some oral contraceptives also known
as "birth con~ql P!lls' or 'the pill." When you
receive your m1ect1ons once amonth as presc.ribed, LU NELLE"'. Monthly Contraceptive
lnJection 1sas effective as birth control pills. When
given according lo the prescribed schedule,
LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive Injection is
effective in pr91!1lnting pregnancy. during the cycle
mv.!11ch 1l 1s given. Clm1cal studies have shown
that When women r!'.CCive LUNELLE'" Monthly
Contmpt1ve inJeclion according lo th.e recommended schedule, the failure rate of lf11s method
of birth control is less than 1% per year.
WHO SHOULD NDTTAKE LUNELLE™
MONTHLY CONTRACEPTIVE INJECTION?
Cigarette smoking increases the risk ol
serious cardiovascular side effects from

~onnonal c~~ceptive use. This risk

:~~(~:~~ ~orea~ ~:~~~~e~e;~} ~~~~~
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quite marked in women over years of
35 contra·
age. women who use hormonal
cepf
stro 1y 11v· d
ives are ng a ise no11o smoke.
Some women shoold not use hormonal contraceplives. For example, yrn; slnlld nol take
LUNELLE™ Monthly Contraceptive Injection if you
are pregnant or think you may be pregnant. You
should also not use.LUNELLE'" Monthly
Contraceptive ln1ect1on 1f you have any of the followinq conditions
• Ahistory of heart attack or stroke . .
•Blood clots 1n the legs (thrombophleb1t1s),
IUn\)S (pulmonary ernbo!1sm), or eyes.
• Ahistory of blood clots in tre deep veins of
your legs
.
.
• Chest. pain (angina is:tons)
• Known or susis:ted breast cancer or cancer of
the limr19 of the uterus. cerylX or vagHJi!
• Unexplained vaginal bleeding (until ad1agros1s 1s recdled by.yourdoctor}
• YefllJl'!'ng of the v.!liles of the eyes or oHhe
skin .(jaundice) dunfl\I pregnancy or dunng
previous use of the pill or other hormonal

•t:rir:~.
)
r ,1gn or cancerru;
1uoo

• Known orsuspecledpregnancy
• Allergy to any of the ingrooients contained in
LUNELLE™ Monthly Contraceptive Injection
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see your thoughts on
the situation are well
thought out.

Internet, it is obvious
Bush has never even
used the net. He
should surf the web
and try to locate a
speech class.

"Rarely is the
question asked: Is
our children learning?" --(Quote is
Never too old to...
from a Bush stateA 110 year old man
ADAM SHIVER
ment in Florence, S.C.
is to soon be wed for
STAFF WRITER
on 1/11/00)
the third time. The
This is a very rare
Saudi Arabian man is
question. Mainly though because it is far tying the knot to a woman who is only' 50
from being intelligible. The difference years old. And you thought dating that guy
between plural and singu- or girl that was seven years older than you
lar escapes our great was kmd of weird. This guy is more than
·twice his bride's age. He must have a great
leader.
personality, because at 110 there aren't many
"I know how hard it is for people who are attractive.
you to put food on your
family." --(Nashua, New Up, up and away
Hampshire, Jan. 27, 2000)
Soon when asked "So now that you've
Didn't your mother teach won the Super Bowl, what are you going to
you that it is impolite to do?" people might not be answering that
put food on people? they plan to visit Disney World any longer.
Besides there are starving The Soviet Union will soon be putting a U.S.
children in... oh never civilian into space on what is touted as the
Bush mind, I'm sure it is above first ever tourist in space. The man who will
him anyway.
be riding along with cosmonauts to the
International Space Station has put up $20
"I understand small business growth. I million dollars to do so. While this ·scares me
was one." --(New York Daily News, Feb. 19, that a tourist will be in space with our new
2000)
multi-billion dollar space station it seems
You were a small business? I would like Russia may just have the right idea.
have never guessed it.
NASA is now scrapping the X-33 project,
which was planned to repJace the Space
"Will the highways. on the Internet Shuttle. If NASA sent a couple of these
become more few?" --(Quote is from a·Bush space tounsts into orbit for a couple of spins
statement in Concord, N.H. on 1/29/00)
around the Earth, perhaps they could continWhile Gore my not have invented the ue to finance their newest space vehicle.

• Over age 35 and smoke 15 or more cigarettes liver tumors can rupture and cause latal Internal
per day
·
bleedi.nQ. In addition, apossible but not definite
Tell your health care iJOVider nyou have ever had assoc1at1on has been found with hormonal contraany of ll'ese conditions. Your reallfl care provide.' ceplives and liver cancers in two studies, in Which
can rearnrrend asafer rrethod of birth control
afew women \Ilia developed these very rare can·
ARE THER
ON·
cers
found to rave used hormonal contraSIDER
ceptives for long periods. However, liver cancers
? are extremely rare. The chance of develqiing liver
For tile majoril'f of women, hormonal contracep- cancer from using hormonal conlrareptives is thus
lives can re taken safely. But there are sorne
even rarer.
wcxnen
. Who
d. are athhigh risk of devetopingterlain 4
b. Cancer of the reproductive
. organs and
senous 1sea<>es t at can be life-thrrotening or
reasts
.
.
may cause temporary or ~rmanenl disabilil'f. Tell There 1s, at present, no confirmed ev100nce that
your health care provider if you have:
oral hormonal contraceptives increase the nsk of
• Breast nodules, fibrocyslic disease of the
~rx:er of the reprod~ctive organs. 1n hu~ studbreast, an abnormal breast x-ray or rnamlTKl- 1es. Studies to. dale o.r women taking lfle pill have
gram, strong family history of breast cancer
reported conflicting findings .on Whether pill use
• Diabetes
increases the nsk of developing carx:er ol the
• Elevated cholesterol or tnglycerides
breast Most of the studies on .breast cancer and
: Hiph blood pressure
.
pill use haye lound no overall increase mthe nsk
M1gra1ne or other he:idacha<> or epilepsy
of developing brrost cancer, alth.ough some stud·
• Mental depression
1es have reported an increased nsk of developing
• Gallbladder, heart or kidney disease
breast cancer in certain groups of women.
• History of scanl'f or irregular menstrual periods some studies have tound an increase in the inci·
• Smoke, especially if 35
or older
dence of cancer of the cervix in women Who use
Wmren with any of these conditions
be oral hormonal contraceptives. However, this findchecked often by their he:ilth care provider if they ing may be related to factors olher than the use of
choo~ lo use LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive oral hormonal contraceptives.
ln1ection.
.
Studies have found that women Who used
Also! re sure.to inform your doctor or
care injectable hormonal contraceptives (Depo-Provera
provider if you smoke or are on any medications. Contraceptive Injection} had no increased overall
WHAT ARE THE RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH risk of developing cancer of the breast, ovaiy,
TAKING HORMONAL CDNIRACEPIIVES? uterus, or cervix. However, women under 35 years
1. Risk o1 developing blood clots, heart
of age 1111ose first exposure to Depo-Provera
attacks, and strokes
Contraceptive Injection was within the previous 4
Blood clots and blockage of blood vessels are the to 5
may have aslightly increased risk of
most senous side effects of taking hommil con· developing breast cancer similar to that seen with
tra;eptives. In partiwlar. blood clots can occur in oral contraceptives.
the legs and can travel to the lungs and can cause Women Who use hormonal contraceptives and
sudden blocking of the vessel carrying blood to have astrong farmly history of breast cancer or
the lungs. Rarely, clots occur in the blood vessels 11110 have breast nodules or abnormal rnarnmoof the eye and may cause blindress, double
grcrn should be closely followed by their doctors.
vision. or impaired vision.
5. Changes in bone mineral density
11 you take hormonal contraceptives such as
use of injectable hormonal contraceptives conLUNELLE'" Monthly Contraceptive Injection and taining the progesterone-type hormone found in
need elective surgery, need to stay in bed for a LUNELLE"' Monthly Contraceptive Injection ma
prolonged illness or have recently had atJaUi
be associated Mth adecrease in the amount of y
you may be at nsk ol developing blood clots. You mineral stored in your bones. This could ircrease
should consult your doctor about stOpp1ng hor- your risk of developing bone fractures. The rate of
monal contraceptives three to fourwreks before bone mineral loss is greatest in the earl'f ye:irs of
surgery and not taking hormonal oontraceptives use of this l'fpe al contraceptive, but after that, it
for two wreks afla- surgery or during bed rest. You
to resemble the normal rate of age-related
should also not lake hormonal contraceptives
bonemireral loss.
soonanerdeliveryofababy.ltisadvisabletowait 6.AHervicreactions
for al least four
after delivery oofore using Severe allergic reactions have been r orted in
hormonal contraceptives such as LUNELLE"'
some women using in'ectable hormo3t contraMonthly Contraceptive Injection. (See also the
ceptives containin uiJ rogesterone-twe horsection on Breast Feeding in WHAT PRECAUmooo fourd in
Monthly Contraceptive
TIONS SHOULD BE FOLLOWED DURING lliE injection Allergic rea::tions oo::urring in women
USE OF LUNELLE MONTHLY CONTMCEPTIVE using LU NELLE'" Monthly Contraceptive Injection
INJECTION?}
.
have been mainly skin reactions and not respireHormonal contraceplMJS may also ircrease ire tory in nature. Serious allergic rilactions require
tendency to devel.op strokes (stoppage or ruptur~ emergency rredical treatment.
of blood vessels in tre bram) and angina ~ans ESTIMATED RISK DE DEATH FROM ABIRD!
and heart attacks (blocka~e of blood vessels 1n the CONTROL MEDIOD OR PREGNANCV
~l: .MY of these cond1l1ons can cause de:ith or All methods of birth control and pregnancy are
d1sab1lity.
associated with arisk of devel in certain disSmoking greatly irm.ases the possibilil'f of devel- eases that may lead lo disabili:orgOOath kl estioping blood clots or suffering heart attacks and mate of the number of deaths associated
difstrokes. Furtrerrmre, smoking and the use of hor- ferent rrethods of birth control and pregnancy has
rronal con.traceplives grE'.'llty increase the chances been catcuialed.
,
of developing and dying of heart disease, partiOJ- The risk of death from any birth control rrethod is
larty If you are over 35 years of age.
less than the risk of childbirth except for oral h •
z. Gallbladder disease
monal contraceptive users over tre age of 35 ..Ji~
Hormonal contraceptive users probably have a smoke and oral hormonal contraceptive users
greater risk than non-users of having gallbladder over the age of 401Mlfl if they do not smoke. For
disease.
women aged 15 to the risk of death was high39
3 Live
est ·th
(?,2Gdeaths
nM
·
r 111mors
.
WI pregriaocy ~r 100,wu
In ~e cases, hormonal. contraceptives can cause ~· depencling on age). /lrnong oral hormoobemgn but dangerous liver tumors. These llemgn a contraceptive users Who do not smoke, tre nsk

11~re

~rs shout~

~th

~rs

~ins

wee~

LU~ELJ..

·~th

ol death is always lower than that associated with
pregnancy for any age group, although over the
age of 40, the risk increases to 32 de:iths per
100,()()() women, compared to 2!t associated with
pregnancy al that age. However for oral hormonal
contraceptive users who smoke and are over the
age ol 35, the estimated number of deaths
exceOO.s those for other methods of birth control
If awoman is over the age of 40 and smokes.
her estimated risk ol death is four limes higher
(117/100000
. • . women) ttm the estimated risk
·
associated with pregnancy (28/100.000 women)
in that age group. .
.
An Advisory Corrurnttee of Ille FDA discussed this
issue 1n 1989 and recommended that the renefils
ot oral controce~tive use by he:ilthy, no~-smoking
wom~n over 40 years of age may out1w1gh the
possible nsks. However, women of all ages are
1'.3Utlo~ to use the lowest dose oral contraceplive that 1s effective, and are strongly advised not
to smoke.
AT YMPT

Some things should just be left alone
Recently, while flipping through the
channels this week, I came across a commercial for Lady and the Tramp II. Why?
Lady and the Tramp is a classic. That would
be like creating a sequel to Sleeping Beauty
or Snow White. You just don't do it! I know
Disney isn't making the kind of money they
used to but that is no excuse.
Classic shows of yesteryear
Just the other day I was realizing how
much I miss some of the o]d TV shows and
cartoons of my childhood. See if you
remember any of these:
- A-Team (What happened to Mi. T?)
- Saved by the Bell (We never had anyplace like the Max to hangout as kids)
- G.I. Joe (The real American hero)
- 3-2-1 Contact (Never had so much fun
learning. Why can't college be like that?)
- Knight Rider (Talking car. 'Nuff said?)
- He-Man (His alter-ego's name was
Prince Adam ... )
Don't be a loser
The Central Florida Future and
Collegelnvestors.com are offering you the
chance to be a winner. Submit your Insipid
Thought to adam@ucffuture.com and if we
run your Insipid Thought along with Adams
you will win a College Investors t-shirt..

ier or lighter, and there may re no bleeding, fe11er 2. While breast feeding
your menstrual bleedi 1g
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Making your vote count
We were interested to see what you
thought about an online Internet radio station.
We polled you and other students online last
week when we asked 'Would you listen to a
student run Internet radio station?' This is the
results of our poll:

...

YES.

NO.

Political Cartoon
50, mslDENT CLINTON,
IN REGARD TO -

SURE, If YOUU
GIVE ME DIBS
ON WUR FRJESf

ADAM SHIVER
STAFF WRITER

51%
49%

We want to know what you think. You can
let us know by logging on to www.ucffuture.com and participating in the Online Polls,
Letters to the Editor, reader Forums and our
Talk Back feature located in each story at the
bottom bf the page.

.,

.

Every week. we will publish your Letters1

to the Editor and the .results of your Online

Polls. ~~_ log on t{)day and 1¢\~~y~u.r ~pinio:fl\~:
heard!

"'

let us know ...
The Future welcomes your ideas and suggestions. Ifyou know ofsomething
going on on campus e-mail editor@UCFfuture.com.

•
•

UNITED STATES MARINE CORPS
OFFICER PROGRAMS

•

Dirty/air
can still
bring fun

•

•

Excited. is an understatement
when it comes to expressing the
way I felt about attending my firstever fair. That's right. I had never
been to a fair in my short-lived life
until this past weekend. Boy my
date and I were in for a surprise
though when we stopped off spontaneously at the Seminole County
Fair.
"Over there," shouted the
grimy lady housed in the small
ticket booth, as she proceeded to
yell at me waving her towards the
other end of the fairground. "You
can only buy single tickets down
THERE!" At any moment I
expected explicitives to come
bouncing out of her mouth like
clowns out of a Volkswagen.
I semi-understood though.
She is locked in a small, hot little
booth all night putting up with
thousands of people. But please,
I'm a nice guy, why yell at me for
wanting to purchase tickets to
your fair?
When we finally found the
magical ticket booth where single
tickets were sold, we discovered
that to ride just one rickety,
thrown together, spin till you
puke, carnival ride it would cost us
nearly $10. So being poor college
kids we opted for the free slide
ride. Which I might add was quite

fun.

•
•
WHO:

All full-time college students are eligible to participate in a PAID ($2,000-$3,300) summer
"'Leadership Internship".

WHAT:

The Platoon Leaders Class (PLC) program is an opportunity for full-time college students to
attend Officer Candidates School (OCS) during the summer months. All applicants MUST
STAY ENROLLED FULL-TIME in school to participate! You can enroll in the PLC
program with ABSOLUTELY NO OBLIGATION to join the Marine Corps:
GUARANTEED AVIATION, GROUND AND LAW PROGRAMS AVAILABLE!

•
•

WHEN:

Summer 2001 (APPLY NOW - DEADLINE IS 16 MARCH!)

WHERE: All selected applicants will attend OFFICER CANDIDATES SCHOOL (OCS) in

Quantico, VA.
WHY:

•
•

Marine Corps Officer Candidates are evaluated in Leadership, Academics and Physical
Fitness at OCS. In addition, Officer Candidates are eligible for FINANCIAL
ASSISTANCE ($900/semester) and TUITION REIMBURSEMENT ($5,200/yr) programs
once you successfully graduate from OCS!

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA:

./ U.S. CITIZEN
"" ENROLLED AS FULL-TIME STUDENT (12 HRS MIN)
./ 2.0 GPA
,/ BE IN GOOD PHYSICAL CONDITION
,/ BAVE A POSITIVE MENTAL ATTITUDE AND DESIRE TO PUSH YOURSELF TO
ACCOMPLISH INDIVIDUAL AND TEAM GOALS!

For more info:
Call Captain Reese at 407/249-5873 or 587 4
Email: REESEJL@6MCD.USMC.MIL
Website: WWW.MARINEOFFICER.COM

THE FEW, THE PROUD, THE MARINE OFFICER PROGRAMS!

We quickly moved on to
another fair novelty item I had
never had the opporrunity to experience-- funnel cake. That was
fabulous. The woman who sold us
the funnel cake though must have
been the ticket vendor's evil twin
sister. Since I didn't know anything about funnel cake, my lovely date suggested I ask for extra
napkins. So I did, only to receive
a, "You've got one right there!"
from the charming woman in the
trailer. Needless to say, after asking three times she finally broke
down and gave us two more napkins.
After devouring our funnel
cake and wiping the powered
sugar from our faces we proceeded to watch a puppet show. While
a cute idea, it held our attention for
a total of three minutes. Not exactly high quality stuff.
As we wandered about the
grounds we checked out many of
the thrill rides, whose only purpose are to make you vomit They
all came with signs reading;
'Disassemble fair rides for
money... ' If they are hiring JoeSchmo to take these things down,
I'd bate to see who puts them up.
Needless to say this was plenty
enough to keep me off of any and
all of them.
As my date said: "Despite the
Wal-mart nature of our destination," we bad a wonderful time.
But I am thinking that was
because we enjoyed one another's
company.

Na ural Born Derivatives

Let us

KRISTOFER KAY
STAFF WRITER

America, the land to be seen and the home of the
crazed. That is what writer/director John Herzfeld is
preaching atop his semi-shaky soapbox, I 5 Minutes.
Andy Warhol summed up
the whole matter in his I~
famous quote about fame
some time ago, a premoni- •
tion that sounds even more ra
oracular with each new
mid-season replacement in
prime time. Fame is this
country's collective sin.
We are used to watching, 1
but moreover, we (especially this generation) feel
· as though we need to be seen, and worse yet we could
care less about how to achieve notoriety. The recognition of America's ravenous demand for sensationalistic
entertainment is an argument long in the tooth that, in an
ironic twist, Hollywood
still loves to explore. From
Network to Natural Born
Killers, the theories pertaining to why our Rupert
Murd()ched-republic
is
wantonly
breast-feed
exploitativeness at the cost
of humiliation and tragedy
have occasionally risen
only to thunderously fall on
prevaricated deaf ears.
While we're interested with
the particulars of accepted voyeurism, who takes
responsibility for it all? Is it the white-collar corporate
pimps that provide the endless hours of brain neutralizing programming, or is it the culture who begs for additional episodes and constant updates? Do we even care,
or are we too busy trying to watch what will happen
next?
This is where Herzfeld
tries to step up to the mic,
and subsequently, falls on
his ass. The problem at the
heart of15 Minutes is that it
doesn't percieve any new
alternatives to a topic that
we are already cognoscente
of. Herzfeld's device of the
camcorder as a weapon of
destruction is taken directly
from older, more provoking films; most notably the cult
1991 French film, Man Bites Dog. But since he persuaded Robert DeNiro to act out the lines he wrote, he
should at least be able to state his case. High-profile
New York City homicide detective, Eddie Flemmi~g (a
profligate Deniro) is on the hunt for two Eastern
European killers amongst the millions who go about
videotaping their crimes of murder and general may-

hem. Their warped reasoning is founded on the belief
that in this country, guilty can also mean innocent, as
long as you have~ good excuse. They become byproducts of a place that celebrates violence. After the
filmic duo set ablaze an
apartment containing two
victims, Flemming unwillingly finds himself in a partnership with an arson investigator,
Jordy
Warsaw
(played in a great turn by
Edward Burns) to track
down the killers. All of this
is really exposition behind
what Herzfeld laments about how far the media's role
will go in apotheosizing criminals as celebrities.
He thinks he has made a satire, but in all actuality,
hasn't the foggiest clue as to what a real satire is supposed to do. The point he
tries to reach, about who
and what deserves our
attention, is presented but
not fleshed out in order for
us to form any new opinions. It is a conventional
cop thriller, but since it
includes The Media as a
perpetuator (taking the
human form of Kelsey
Grammer) the picture
thinks it is saying something. It is correct in believing that America is astringently amoral. Murder and fame are wed in sick ceremonies that take place each time we sit down to channel
surf. I like that a filmmaker would want. to apostrophize
this issue, but at the same time I would have liked the
film to keep equilibrium. The scenario dissolves and
·
then dankly remitters during it's run time; the portrayal of a scandal-plagued
society is bantered sublimely about between two
characters only to stop
abruptly so that more people can die.
We are saturated with trials by talk shows, why not
talk about it here? For a
film that is concerned with
how people respond to fantastic death, it is ·not particularly worried about it. Herzfeld downplays the role of
America's fascination with random _violence to show
whenever possible the professional lubricated circlej~rk formed by journalists, law enforcement officers
offic_ers and criminals. The glaring contraction is that we
are all part of the same vicious circle. We're all guilty,
but nobody is claiming responsibility.

you!
What would you
like to see in· this
section of the
Central Florida
Future?
The Entertainment _
Section of The
Future welcomes ·
your ideas and
story submissions.

Please email

Entertainment
@UC Ffuture.com
with your
suggestions.

___________________ ,
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Look hot for
Spring Break!

bikinijewelry.com
sexy belly ch ains
& more!

Oviedo s First Full
Service Car Wash!
1

Any Detail
Service
with coupon

·- ---_:X!>:. :~::;!>:_

----

r------------------Detail Special
Full Showroom
Detail

$9999

~

It a auto spa.
• Express Hand Wax
• Express Carpet &Mat Clean
• Express Interior Super Clean

• Dupont Teflon Protectant and
Sealant Treatment
• Lexol Leather &Vinyl Conditioner

with coupon Reg. $129.99

1455 E. Mitchell Hammock Rd• Oviedo 407-977-1644

Exp. 7/ 31/ 01

• l a n-Sat, Sam - 6pm, Closed Sunday for Employee's Family

-------------------·

$5

OFF
A
Marlin
Car
Wash
with coupon

Exp. 7/31/01

-------------------·
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LISA CE RI CO LA
STAFF-WRITER

Ready Tor the Real World?
•

REAL APARTMENTS!

/'I
I

· Gl

•

407-282-7333

t

)

•

Quality Apartment Living
407-275-8950
2 Bedroom I 1 Bath Apartments
Starting at $575
• Rent Includes Water I Sewage
• Door to Door trash pick-up
• Screened patios I balconies
• Outside Storage
• Swimming Pool
• Entertainment Deck
• 2 Lighted Tennis Courts
• Basketball Court I Sand Volleyball

Model Available
Call today for your tour!
407-275-8950
2501 Alafaya Trail, Orlando, FL 32826
2 Miles South of UCF Campus

Long-time nerd rock icons Weezer played for a full house last
Monday night at the USF Sun Dome in Tampa. Strangely, the highschool gymnasium look of the arena, not to mention the in-yourface security guards, kind of conjured repressed memories of
school assemblies and pep rallies. Just when I thought I was going
to get a lecture on the dress code, California-based power pop band,
Ozma took charge of the stage.
Ozma played a short, but rockin' set of guitar-heavy power pop
songs including "Battlescars," "Natalie Portman" and "Apple
Trees." But the crowd was not nearly as excited as they could have
been, and with the exception of a few stray crowd surfers, their disinterest continued through The Get Up Kids' supercharged set.
What was going on with everyone?
Lead singer Matt Pryor and the rest of the Kids have obviously
abandoned their emo roots, and replaced them with hard-hitting
pop-punk. They flew ~ough an intense, fast-paced set of songs
including "Red Letter Day," "Don't Hate Me," "Anne Arbour,"
"Mass Pike" and "Ten Minutes."
Following the luke-warm reception of the opening acts, as the
stage curtains were drawn revealing a mock high-school gymnasium stage (complete with "=w=" basketball hoops and bleachers),
the arena floor was packed with screaming Weezer followers. It was
pretty breathtaking to see more than 5,000 fists pumping simultaneously during the band's opening song, "My Name is Jonas."
Frontman Rivers Cuomo delivered in typical shy-boy style,
hardly batting an eye when a few fans unexpectedly leapt up from
the audience and ran across the stage. In fact, the band made little
attempt to interact with the audience at all, which was pretty disappointing.
Weezer played several old favorites, like "El Scorcho," "No One
Else" and "The Good Life" before launching into a short set of four
new songs: "The Christmas Song," "Island in the Sun," "Don't Let
Go" and "Hash Pipe."
The new songs were in Weezer's patented power-pop style,
nothing too different, but they sounded great. It was obvious that
the crowd wanted to hear recognizable songs, so it was good that
they alternated the old and new. Finally, "In the Garage," "Say it
Ain't So," "Buddy Holly" and "Undone" had the crowd going wild,
crowd-surfing and moshing on the packed arena floor. Can we say
1994?
Weezer's setlist totaled 15 songs. Not bad, but definitely not a
generous set. Many fans who had traveled to Miami for the previous night's show complained that their Tampa performance only
differed by two songs. And again, the band made no attempts to
really connect with the enthusiastic crowds. Although they put on a
great-sounding show, it really lacked energy and personality.
The band closed the show in grand arena style with anthem-like
"Only in Dreams" and "Surf Wax America," as a giant, lit-up "W"
beamed from behind, and a shower of red confetti fell from the ceiling. And you thought arena rock was dead.
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More Substance
Than Just
Water

0

KIM LINDQUIST
STA.FF WRITER

•

This CD1.. is a true musical journey through several
stylings of music. One minute it's grinding, sounding
like Eddie Vedder, only even angrier. Then next it's
melodic with different sounds mixed into the guitar
part. In short, To Record Only Water For Ten Days is an
eclectic mix of new-agey, mellow rock. The artist
responsible for this beautiful work is John Frusciante,
guitarist for the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
However, his so1o work is no new development. His latest album is actually the
third solo album he has put out in his
musical career.
As told to www.dotmusic.com,
Frusciante says, "Being in the Chili
Peppers I'm constantly focusing on my
guitar playing, but it's a natural function
for me to write songs. These songs are
written late at night after I've been working on the Chili Peppers. It happens very quickly."
Indeed, songwriting appears to be .one of
Frusciante's many talents on this album. With lyrics
such as "I do dream you ... Allow me to believe you are
the real me. I see you breathing under water, see you
on both sides of a door," taken from "Away &
Anywhere," the album features poetic and beautiful
words that enhance the extraordinary musicality. Chili
Pepper fans, be warned: do not buy this album in the
mindset that it sounds like the Red Hot Chili Peppers.
It is more of a mix of
music from Tori Amos, Moby
and Pearl J~. The voice is a little different, seeming

enhanced at times but breathing raw intensity. The
album, opens with "Going Inside," a fair-paced song
with a strong guitar part and little bass. After this
comes "Someone's," which utilizes electric components of music. This is an unusual transition, but that's
the way the whole album is. Frusciante keeps us interested by his unpredictability: vulnerable and romantic
one minute, defensive the next, and
then downright mad. Perhaps the most
impressive song on the album is "The
First Season," combining a synthesizer
and an acoustic guitar. Frusciante's
voice is gentle, providing a backdrop
for the music. "Wind Up Space" features strange sound effects and very
high vocals, which has such a unique
effect that it makes it the black sheep of .
the album. "Fallout" combines a good
beat with Frusciante's melodic side of his voice, as
does "Invisible Movement." The album wraps up with
"Moments Have You," an optimistic song that features
sound effects that sound like jungle noises.
To Record Only Water For Ten Days is a great
choice if you're one who g~s annoyed when all the
songs on an album sound the same. Frusciante doesn't
disappoint you on this one, delivering his experimental
music with an expert quality. '.':.
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Imagine you are a famous rock star, and you decide time the speech had started people had lined up against family preached to him, discussed his entry into the
to give up your fame, music and money. For what? Your the walls, crowding in to witness what many referred to musical world and his eventual contraction of tubercureligion. That's what Yusuf Islam, formerly known as as a historic event. Even before the speech began I was losis. Yusuf stated that tragedies are "opportunities for
Cat Stevens, did when he converted to the Islamic reli- amazed. I've lived all across the United States and understanQing," and after contracting tuberculosis his
gion in the late nineteen seventies.
attended numerous concerts, conventions and speeches, ''!{§P
·H.
"B!', .. ·• . gh
night," became more
I was yet to be born when he stopped creating his and rarely have I seen an audience that vari~so greatly />
. . . w,;:liqkisiy,C.
focus more on
pop records, but he still greatly influenced my life. in where they lived, and their gender, renglon and ~kiifA ?is ~,\ilt~,J~1:J.fil~~j'iol'.·t
inted him
When I entered high school I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - color. Despite $.ese great
got bored of listening to the
ences, Dlany.9f1ls
popular music of the day just
quickly . ~,. )fegan
because it was what everyone
chatting;>..fill having a ~pared belief . ~
else did; I was questioning who
I was, what the purpose of my
of aceeptance
.of''
t
'
life was and how I felt about
othets and ke¢pspiritual issues. The current
JENNIFER EVANS
ing an open ntlttti,
mass produced pop track was
CONIRJBUTING WrutBR
a belief Yusuf
not for me. I wanted something
himself }lighlightwith substance that I could
ed' on during the
confu .·..
..... .. • "'·i.,;; ;,,;; Si); .J \: :
relate to. I found a lot of that in the music of Cat speech.
·\
Afterthesp~¢J;li~pl<:-w-¢rei'.(i\'it~d. ~
Stevens. His desires for a better world in "Peace Train, 1'
When Yusuf entered' the room and
to stay after .f6t a qu~stion and;ltlswer
and his descriptions of his own spiritual journey in "On first began speaking, I realized right
session. Yusuf s . teply to the final
the Road to find out,'.' mirrored my feelings.
away that it was the same mild-manquestion, which was regarding wbat
So, when I discovered that he had made the journey nered man who had created the songs
he had to say ab9ut the ~ongs that still
mean so much to so many, was that
from London to UCF in order to discuss his personal I cherished. His gentle cockney
spiritual journey to members of the Muslim Student accent and humble, laid back manner
his songs had come "from a place
Association, fans and anyone else inte):'.ested in coming, was evident throughout the speech.
called hope, where1fstilt"llvl" As for
l realized I had to attend. The flyer advised people to get He spoke as though h,e was having a deep coyv~rsapon n;iyself, I'm content, but keeping an p.pe(l. rfilu~ as Yusuf
to the Pegasus Ballroom early in order to get good seats, with a group of friends, cracking jokes anc;i''~J}piaiillng suggested, and am still on my spiritualit>tltri~y;And like
·· . anditwas correct. I arrived there almost forty-five min- his spiritual journey through his childhood in a Rogian\ him; I pve in that place called hope.
;L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,._ __
t·, utes early and managed to get one of the six hundred Catholic school to his conversion to the Muslim reli'."1·.··.·,,,·.:. li'ii':.,t&_'· _'l1-.
fable seats that also included food and drinks. By the gion. He focused on the tolerance ~d open mind hfa
'
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Lost in Sound is. a monthly exploration of music that
incb1des everything from hiphop to electronica to pop and
all the sub-genres in between.
It's part history, part pop .culture and part opinion. Open
your eyes and ears--you might
learn something!

POP
LISA CERICOLA
STAFF WRITER

Sometimes I think that there is nothing more perfect than a
well-crafted pop song. Yeah, I appreciate the guitar-heavy
crunch of hard rock, the futuristic vision of art-rock, the beauty of jazz and the importance of hip-hop. But give me a pop
song I can sing along to in the car, and I am a happy girl.
I may love pop music, but that doesn't mean I am without
standards. Unfortunately, today's pop music has become synonymous with marketability, unoriginality and the size of
Britney Spears' tube tops. But anyone who says that they hate
pop music doesn't appreciate the impact that pop bands and
artists of the past have made on almost every genre of modem
music.
What would today's music sound like without the influences of .The Beatles and The
Beach Boys? How far would
female musicians have been able to
go without Madonna? What about
Michael Jackson's influence on pop
music in the 1980s? Frank Sinatra,
Nat King Cole, Elvis Presley,
Stevie Wonder, Marvin Gaye,
Carole King, The Monkees, The
Mamas and the Papas, Pink Floyd
and The Rolling· Stones (among
others) all made significant contributions to the evolution of popular
music.
What is pop? The term 'popular
music' traditionally referred to
whatever music happened to be
popular with the masses, be it Nirvana's grunge rock or the Bee
Gees' danceable tunes. However, today's music induslry has
become so diverse and compartmentalized that 'pop' really only
refers to music that is melodic, catchy and infectious.
So, where did it all begin? Early pop music written in the

'30s and '40s was written by professional songwriters and per- Robinson and. Diana Ross laid the foundations for bands like
formed by vocalists who were backed up by an orchestra or The Jackson S and more modern acts like Prince and
small band. Frank Sinatra is the most popular figure to emerge Parliament.
Folk acts like The Mamas and the Papas defined the last few
from this generation, and he managed to make a tremendous
50-year career out of a style of music that didn't really change years of pop in the late 1960s until being taken over by a more
adventurous type of pop.
much over the course of his life.
Bands like Pink Floyd and The Beatles (Sgt. Pepper's
In the 1950s, a cappella vocal groups called <loo-wop bands
began to form and gain popularity. Few instruments were used Lonely Heart's Club Band') created some of the most popular
psychedelic albums ever, although
in doo-wop; the bands relied on vocal
they were often very avant-garde and
harmonies and created rhythm by
bizarre. On the flip side, "bubblegum
singing odd-sounding phonetic syllabands" like The Monkees became
bles, which led to the term 'doo-wop.'
enormously popular with younger
Doo-wop groups like The Penguins
("Earth Angel") and The Five Satins ("In
Michael Jackson, Thriller: I dare you music fans that just didn't get all the
drug references. If you wonder where
the Still of the Night") became less pop- not to sing aloud to "Billie Jean."
ular as the '50s ended and gave way to a
Madonna, The Immaculate Collection: the New Kids on the Block and
*NSYNC came from, here you go.
rising trend of girl groups, which often Your all-in-one Madonna fix.
borrowed from the doo-wop style. These
REM, Eponymous: Early REM is jan- Singer/songwriters came to the forefront of the music scene in the 1970s
groups were usually identically dressed gle-pop at its finest.
trios or quartets of young women in
The Pixies, Trompe le Monde: Arguably with their thoughtful lyrics and strong
which one vocalist sang lead parts while · more rock than pop, this band mastered the melodies. Carole King, James Taylor,
the others contributed background art of the pop hook and influenced modem Elton John (although he didn't write
many of his songs), Paul Simon and
vocals and harmonies. Like the pop bands from Nirvana to Weezer.
bands of today, these groups were a colBelle & Sebastian, The Boy with the Art Garfunkel and Joni Mitchell
laborative effort and Arab Strap: Bittersweet indie pop songs that defined this genre and still remain
popular today.
required producers, song- tell the stories of your life.
writers, instrumentalists,
Papas Fritas, Buildings and Grounds: Meanwhile, power pop, a style of
and managers.
Nearly perfect pop music that happily bor- music that featured upbeat, guitarbased melodic rock and roll in a tidy
Because of their age, rows its sound from the '70s.
three-minute single was gaining popuinexperience and lack of
artistic control, girl groups weren't taken very larity. The fun-loving sound was trademarked by bands like
seriously by the music industry, although they Bad.finger, The Knack and Cheap Trick, all of which helped
broke barriers of gender and race for black influence the next decade of '80s and '90s pop-rock bands.
Disc.ussing pop music is a little like talking about art---each
women. But girl groups were extremely popular,
and groups like The Shangri-La's ("Leader of the new movement of art from prehistory to modernism defined
Pack") ~nd The Chiffons ("He's So Fine") could- and influenced the next, and it is impossible to briefly comment
on every artist that made a lasting contribution in the art world.
n't help but crank out number one hits.
The 1960s were pivotal in the development of Like art movements, pop music is divided into a thousand subpop music. British groups like The Beatles, genres like synth-pop, pop-metal, jangle-pop, Brit-pop, dream
arguably the best pop band ever, invented and pop and twee-pop, just to name a few.
Pop music is, essentially, whatever music is most popular
then reinvented the way we look at popular
music. Meanwhile, The Beach Boys attempted with the masses at any given time. At its worst, pop is cliched,
to rival The Beatles, releasing the critically acclaimed albums completely based on sampling and more style than substance.
At its best, it continues to remain fresh, inspiring and fun to lisPet Sounds and Good Vibrations.
Motown music was also on the rise, combining R&B with ten to over ten, twenty or even fifty years time.
pop melodies. Motown is one of the most influential genres of
music, artists like Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder, Smokey
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reduced her sentence for having sex from 180 lashLEAD STORIES
-- In February, the Court of Appeal in Vancouver, es to 100 (and later restored her honor, after the man
British Columbia, began considering Doug Stead's proposed marriage) (Zamfara, Nigeria, January).
challenge to his 1996 $75 (USD) speeding ticket, And education officials in Penang, Malaysia, estabwhich has so far cost Stead about $75,000 (USD).in lished a new student code: one lash for each 10
lawyers' fees to make his point that the province's demerits (for gambling, c~ssing, smoking, etc.; 30
system of photographing speeders' cars is unfair. demerits for hitting a teacher) (January). And a man
Stead, who admits he was speeding, told reporters was sentenced to 20 lashes for using a cell phone on
that his wife does not agree that this is a good way ·an airplane (Tabuk, Saudi Arabia, November). And
to spend the household budget but that, "If I let it go, a morgue attendant was sentenced to death for murI wouldn't feel good."
der and rape, but a court decreed that first he would
-- Isn't It "Kill the Referee"?: In February, according be given 80 lashings for drinking alcohol (Sana,
to police in Fayetteville, Ga., after a youth basket- Yemen, November).
ball game (7- and 8-year-olds) that featured much -- The Apology and Gift Center ("We Say Sorry for
bickering by a coach over referee Oliver Lewis You"), which opened in September in the port city
Wood's "bad calls," the referee pulled out a knife of Tianjin, China, is thriving because so many
and stabbed the coach. The referee, who by day is a Chinese are reluctant to endure the loss of face·
Baptist minister, was arrested; the coach, who by involved in a personal apology. A surrogate's in-perday is a county marshal, needed 17 stitches.
son delivery costs about $2.50, but misbehavers can
-- According to a February dispatch from an also call in their mea culpas on the popular program,
Orlando Sentinel reporter in Sabana de la Mar, "Apologize in Public Tonight" at 10 p.m. on Beijing
Dominican Republic, 16 people attempting to flee People's Radio, 828 on the AM dial.
to Puerto Rico in a homemaoe boat without food or -- Among the reactions to the Jan. 9 lunar eclipse:
water were kept alive for 12 days because one of Eight people were arrested in Kahramanmaras,
them, a lactating woman, furnished each one sever- Turkey, for carrying out what they called the ancient
al drops of milk per day (and received drops back, tradition of firing gunshots at the moon during the
herself, from her sister's lips). The boat was eventu- eclipse. And Muslims in the Nigerian cities of
ally blown back to shore in the Dominican Maiduguri and Barrna battled police and burned
Republic.
down at least 40 hotels and bars because they
blamed the eclipse on the immorality occurring
People Different from Us
inside.
-- "The final taboo" and "a second coming out" are -- A drop in the vulture population around Bombay,
what John Outcalt, a 42-year-old New York City India, has forced the 50,000-strong Zoroastrian
filmmaker, calls the Gainers and Encouragers gay community of Parsees to abandon its preferred "sky
subculture of men who (the gainers) try to transforn1 burials" (leaving corpses on high platforms to be
their bodies by eating all the food they can or who devoured by the birds) in favor of using solar panels
(the encouragers) get a sexual thrill out of enabling to decompose the bodies within five or six days.
the gainers. The of-average-weight Outcalt says (in Disease and pesticides have reduced the number of
a December issue of the weekly Time Out New vultures by 90 percent, according to a December
York) he's a "chub chaser" who helps organize con- South China Morning Post dispatch.
ventions {Encouragecons) and who says he likes
watching bodies "going from point A to point B, and Least Competent People
whether it's gaining hair, getting larger, or getting -- Police in Danville, Ky., reported that on Jan. 28 a
fat, I find it sexy and exciting."
Dairy Queen customer successfully passed a piece
of make-believe U.S. currency in the denomination
It's Not Over 'Til It's Over
of $200 and featuring a center picture of George W.
-- In December, a parishioner in Dallas recognized Bush. The customer offered the bill to pay ~ food
Rev. James Simmons as his former minister, Rev. charge -of $2.12, and the DQ employee, luckily
Barre Cox, who had been declared dead 15 years unnamed, handed her $197.88 in change. The Secret
ago after being reported missing (and who now says Service said it would not file counterfeiting charges
he started a new life only because of severe amne- because the bill was so crude that it would be diffisia). And two men who were arrested after having cult to prove to a jury that it could be confused with
bragged in bars that they had shot Paul Higgs to real currency.
death were reJeased from jail in Doniphan, Mo., in
December when Higgs was found in Arkansas, Least Justifiable Homicides
unscathed. And Neal Beaton Jr. was reported dead -- Latest Reasons Given: Killed her parents because
in Anchorage, Alaska, in January, but after his sister they wouldn't let her go to a dance (Tyler, Texas,
started on funeral arrangements, Beaton turned up sentenced in September). Did not want to leave a
alive; a look-alike dead man had been carrying witness to the theft of $5 (Hillsboro, Ill.,
Beaton's wallet. And a January suicide-attempting December) . .Insisted he was a better professional
woman in a bathtub was declared dead and spent floor-tiler than the victim (Gaithersburg, Md.,
three hours in a funeral home body bag before her January). Victim ate his last piece of toast
slight movements were detected by a worker (Eyansville, Ind., January).
(Ashland, Mass.).
Also, in the Last Month ...
Cultural Diversity
-- A 58-year-old University of Minnesota classics
-- In January and February, as many as 70 million professor named Richard Pervo was arrested when
people journeyed to Uttar Pradesh state in India to 1,000 images of child pornography were allegedly
celebrate the 43 soul-cleansing days of Hindus' found on his office computer. San Francisco mayor
Kumbh Mela festival, highlighted by spiritual Willie Brown got a restraining order against an
bathing in a relatively sewage-free part of the con- Elvis impersonator who had been pestering him for
fluence of the Ganges and Yamuna rivers. It was a meeting to discuss how to rid the city of panhanreportedly the largest single-purpose gathering in dlers and liberals. A London constable provoked a
the history of the planet, but controversies included controversy by urging police forces to dismiss their
commercialization '(Coca-Cola was sold in 115 German shepherd dogs as too soft for modem law
kiosks); attendance by Hollywood spiritualists enforcement. When six escaped maximum-security
Madonna, Sharon Stone, Demi Moore and Richard Alabama inmates were recaptured, one said the
Gere; and the presence of cars in the rivers as dri- highlight of his brief freedom was the outstanding
vers attempted to bless their vehicles against future convenience-store bologna sandwich he ate in
collisions.
Bucksnort, Tenn. (near where I-40 crosses the
-- Floggings in the News: A court disbelieved a Tennessee River).
pregnant 17-year-old girl's claim of rape but still
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FREE ADVANCE SCREENING
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UNIVERSITY OF
-CENTRAL FLORIDA @
Cape Florida Ballroom

Dear Sexpert,
I was looking into getting birth control pills. Before I did, I j~st wanted to know the risks, side effects and benefits. It seems that everyone I
talk to has something to say good or bad about the pill. I just want to
know the facts.
-Want to be safe, 18

9 PM Wednesday
March 7

FREE ADMISSION*
while passes last
INFO?: can 823-6471
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-osa

• Funded by the Activity

and Service Fee as allocated
by the Student Government
Association. Passes available
in the Student Union, Room
215, Student Activities.
Passes required. Seating is limited and
not guaranteed. Please arrive early.
10 required. tlo one undenhe age of 17 will tie
admitted without parent or legal guardian.

Presente'l in association with Campus
Activities Board.
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Make plans now, Auditions in Tampa will be held :

Wednesday· April 4, 200 I

BUSCH
CiAitDENS.
TAMPA BAY, FLORIDA

Call our Audition Hotline
Seeking: enthusiastic performers/musicians,
especially percussionists & saxophonists.
(813) 987-5164
Visit us on the world wide web
Plus Singers, Dancers, Actors, Costumed
TampaTalent.com
Characters & Technicians.
Busch Gardens is an f:qual Opponuniry Employer MIFID/V.
Busch Gardens is a drug free workplace.
Full Time Positions with Awesome Benefits
* Company paid holidays and vacation time
Video Taped Auditions
Arc
gladly
acceptedJ If you are unable to make it in person,
* Medical, dental, vision and prescriptions send us your
best on video. Be sure to include a recent
headshot and resume. Sorry. we don't return tapes!
* Additional opportunities
Mail to: Busch Gardens Auditions, Entertainment Dept.,
* Master classes and workshops
P.O. Box9l58Tampa, Fl.33674-9158
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Would you be interested and available for a
seasonal position this fall for evenings? Speaking
and non-speaking positions available. Back stage
and guest assistance positions also available.
Become a member of the "Creature Crew!" ·

Halloween Auditions: Monday April 9, 6 pm to 9 pm

I
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Well, first off there are a couple o~ different types of pills on the market.
Some have progesterone only and some have both estrogen and progesterone.
The combination pill that has both hormones is the most commonly used out
of these pills. This is the pill I will use to answer your questions. The risks
involved with taking the pill can be summed up in the acronym ACHES:
A - Abdominal pain, severe
C - Chest pain, shortness of breath, coughing up blood
H - Headache, numbness or weakness in arms or legs
E - Eye problems (loss of vision, blurring, flashes of light)
S - Severe leg pain in calf or thigh
These signs, if experienced, should lead you in to seeking medical care
as soon as possible. AJso there are what are called "high-risk" people who, if
having a medical or family history of these things listed, should not take the
pill. The conditions are: history of heart attacks, blood clots in legs, lungs and
eyes, unevaluated chest pain, known or suspected breast cancer; or cancer of
the cervix, vagina or uterus, unexplained vaginal bleeding, liver tumors or a
known or suspected pregnancy.
You can plainly see that there are some risks in taking the pill. Here are
some common side effects of the pill as well. Most of these side effects are
not dangerous and go away with continual use. These side effects are:
headaches, most can be relieved by over the counter medicine, weight
change. some loose or gain three to four pounds depending on the person,
decrease in / body and facial hair growth, scant or absent periods, mood
swings due to hormones (Vitamin B6 helps with this) or fatigue.
You might be wondering "why do people take this pill then? There are so
many side effects, never mind!" But the benefits of this pill outweigh, in my
opinion, the possible side effects. The benefits are: the pill is 97 - 99 percent
effective (though it doesn't protect you against STDs), it regulates your menstrual cycle keeping you on a set schedule (instead of one month 28 days, the
next 32 days and so on), it lessens the seventy of cramps. it decreases the nsk
of fibrocystic breast condition, it decreases the risk of ovarian and endometrial cancer, it decreases blood loss and iron deficiency during menstruation
or protection against PID, a major cause of female infertility.
As you can see, there are risks. there are side effects and there are benefits, but this is true for almost every modern day medicine you take. So, the
choice is ultimately yours. The decreased risk of cancer and PID is a wonderful benefit to have, especially when early detection of ovarian cancer is
hard to do. I hope I answered any questions you have about the pill. Before
you get your prescription make sure to ask your gynecologist any questions
that you may have at your exam. Thanks for writing in and remember the
choice is yours; make sure you have all the information so you can make the
choice that's right for you.
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Crossword
ACROSS

1

2 3

1Lowvoice
eSentence

components
"""w....-.....--i~-

14 Broadway name
15 Walking
16 Family

17 Sftydish
18 Utterance
20 Multitudes
21 Coop denizen
Z2 PartofRCA
23 Pizzeria fixture
25 Celrnate
26 Decorated

Fax: 679-6787
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"A Full Service Florist"

15% Discount to
All Students &
Faculty with l.D.

TEN YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY

11 Cassowary

cousin
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Complete Line Of
Fresh: Silks, Plants,
Flowers

,

Wire Service or
Delivery available
over phone with
Major Credit Card

1345 Howell Branch Road
Winter Park, FL 32789
407-629-0050

"Same Day Delivery"

wire service excludes discount

Dean & University
10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
407-679-5144

www.allinbloom.com

Waterford Lakes
711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
407-281-7666
1-866-415-9554

We service to
ALL parts of
the country

delivery service excludes discount

Win a pair of airline tickets!
39

30 Files
34 Seloff
35 Medical exam
36 Rara_
37 Notable period
38 _ Raton FL

Only at:

57

1
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www.mediatrip.com/ campustrip
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Wednesday, Mar 21st
11 :OOam - 3:00pm
The Green
Games/ Giveaways

7:30pm - 9:00pm
Cape Florida
Ballroom
Screenings/ Prizes

•••••

Film & Animation Festival
41 Ho!Ws moisel
42~of~

431~relie1

45 Poetiy
47 Greek island
48 SUtxiue

49 Australirl gem

50 Alcove
51 C-Oupa'_

53 Kents beloved
54 Exposed
55 Beer ingredent
56 Feed the ~lfy
58 Biblical loo

games • free stuff • film screenings
Grand prize drawing at the screening.
Be part of it.
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saulhw8st.com
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Place your ad today! 407-977-1009 (fax: 407-977-0019)

HELP WANTED
Earn $1,000 - $2,000 this semester with
the easy Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238 or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
Home Care Aid Needed for Elderly Woman to
help with bathing. Waterford Lakes area. For
details call 407-658-2722.
CHILD CARE - Earn xtra $$ working a
special event on March 20, -200 I Temp.,
flexble hours, $8.00/hr. Exp/ref required.
1-800-942-9947.
Structural Engineer: Entry
Level duties include preparing
calcs, plans, jobsite visits &
client contact. Fax resume to
HB Assoc. 407-740-7900.
Earn $$$ promoting artists like Nice Inch
Nails, Limp Bizkit, Erninem, Fiona Apple and
Bt, within the Orlando area. No experience
necessary. Visit www.noizepollution.com for
more info or call (800) 996-1 816.
Seeking self-motivated, enthusiastic
individuals who are seeking management
experience in the sales field. Generation X
welcome! Contact Jason 407-301-4616.
jason_pondiscio@juno.com

Female Models Wanted!
For Lingerie portfolio photos
18-25, 5 ft-5ft. IO in., 100-125 lbs.
407-898-7900
Valet Parking Positions available for
friendly, outgoing and motivated people. Must
be available to work at least 24 hours per
week. We have full time & part time, AM &
PM positions available at upscale hotels in the
Downtown Orlando and Disney World areas.
Starting pay is $9 - $12 per hour. Please call
407-841-7275 Monday - Friday 9 a.m. -5 p.m.
After hours and weekend, please leave a voice
mail message and we will return your phone
call ASAP.
AutoCad Technician:
Experienced for Structural
Department. Excellent growth
opportunity. Fax resume to
HB Assoc. 407-740-7900
Photographers wanted part-time to shoot UCF
parties and more. Must have 35mm SLR camera and reliable transportation. Call Sandra at
407-854-7140.
Full and part-time work available for a limited
marketing project in major home improvement
centers in the Greater Orlando/Altamonte
Springs area. Work days are Thursday Sunday. Flexible hours. Salary plus performance bonus. Project runs March - July. One
year sales or marketing experience and reliable transportation required. Call M-F 11-5
est. Tollfree 877-710-2847.

Phenomenal New Venue
Bartenders, Barbacks, Cooks
Security, Beertub, Servers
Apply at 41 W. Church Street

Help spread the word!
Exciting new wireless data technology!
$8/hour - Flexible Schedules for Students.
All you need is an enthusiastic voice,
TeleSolutions can teach you the rest!
For phone interview please call
407-678-8191.

Receptionist needed - Veterinary Office in
Oviedo. Part time or full time. Mornings,
Saturdays. Prevet majors or experience
preferred. 407-3fi6-7323. Apply in person or
bring resume to 45 AJafaya Woods Blvd.,
Oviedo.

FREE RENT - in exchange for help with
horse ranch in the Oviedo area. Prefer experienced, female. Call 407-365-9866 or
407-415-6695

FOR SALE
MARY KAY
Experience the difference- what the# 1 selling
brand of skin care and color cosmetics can do
for you! Try before you buy, gift with every
purchase and free delivery. Call Anita at
407-539-2386.
FOR SALE - DRAFTING TABLE WITH
MAClllNE. Like new condition. Excellent
for student or home office. $395 obo. Call
407-862-1208 to inquire.
Bed - I Absolute Bargain! Queen orthopedic
pillow top mattress set. brand new. Must sell
$250. Can deliver. 407-422-8848.
Bed - Brand new mattress. Full size still in
plastic. Must sell $135. Can deliver. 407422-8848

ROOMMATES
Non-smoking female roommate wanted.
$260/month to share 2-bedroom, 2-bath house.
Call Sarah (407) 482-5671.
In Exchange for Room & Board
Tired of Dorm Life? Need a place to live this
summer and next school year for FREE?
Female College or Grad Student wanted for
mother's helper/childcare. PT child care,
housekeeping, occasional errands. Flexible to
school schedule. Must be mature, responsible,
reliable. Drivers license/car required. Nonsmoker, no drinking/drugs. References. 18
minutes to UCF. Call MC at 407-696-4596

MISC.
HELP! Currently living at home 45 minutes
away. Searching for room including utilities
close to UCF -and/or Oviedo, Will take best
offer. Call Sam at 407-925-9589 with info.

Future Newstand Stolen. On Wednesday,
February 28. between midnight and 6 am, a
Central Florida Future newstand was stolen
from the main Bus Station at UCF. Please call
407-977-1009 with any information.
Reward/no questions asked if stand is found .

SERVICES
Simplify Your Life!
We offer a wide variety of services - ranging
from total home cleanings to even the dreaded
yard chores and personal errands.
Weekly/Biweekly & Saturdays available. Call
Scot or Erin Walker for an affordable price
quote today. 407-677-9618. Proudly serving
throughout the UCF community. Excellent
References available.
Publish Your Work for $1,295
TextboolCs, Novels and More
Call FirstPublish, Inc. at 888-707-7634
Or visit www.firstpublish.com
Drowning In Debt? Avoid bankruptcy;
lower interest; stop collection calls. Free personalized counseling. Non-profit agency. 407599-0057 ext. 203
ABC BARTENDING SCHOOLS
Job Placement Assistance/EZ Pay
407-894-6719
Thousl!Rds Trained & Placed by ABC
www.abcbartending.com
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CLUBS
UCF Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student
Union (GLBSU) meets Tuesdays at 8 pm in
the Student Union. Check monitor in Union
for room location.

..

Ultimate Frisbee Practice
UCF Softball Fields
Mondays & Wednesdays, 7:30 p.m.
More info: Naphroleon@visto.com

SCHOLARSHIPS
NEED MONEY FOR GRAD SCHOOL?
100% TUITION AVAILABLE! Contact
Major Nick Coddington UCF Army ROTC
(407) 823-5383.

··-

SPRING BREAK
FLY SUMMER 4 WINTER$$!
EuroJ:>e $298 rt (+tax)
Lon, Fra, Mad, Ams, Par & more
4standby.com or 800-326-2009

JAPAN

.
I

SUPER AIRFAREffRY US

IACE TRAVEL
TEL.407-351-9999

DJ Connoiseur • International Mobile DJ of
the Month by DJ Times Magazine. Formals,

Email: floridaopc@earthlink.net

Parties, Weddings. Visit DJCARL.com to bear
MP3 mixes and see videos. Call 407-306-8010
today!IS CHEMISTRY DRIVING YOU'CRAZY?
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at
407-366-6079. Located in Oviedo - 15 yrs.
Experience - Reasonable Rates - Flexible
Hours - Computer Access
·
E-mail TbeChemTutor@aol.com

>free of hassles
>free of rip offs
>free for you with 10 friends!

... Get 10 friends to go
and you'll go free!

European Discovery
from

$975

14 days including Amsterdam,
Paris, and Rome

(iilll@O Travel~
www.counciltravel.com

1-800-2COUNCIL
Experience Contiki with a group of friends
booked on the same trip at the same time and
the 11th person travels free or everyone in your
group gets 10% off. .Prices are land only and
do not include airfare.

•
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Shedden a,n d Firby compete in Nebraska, Three school records fall
FROM PAGE

'

•

32

Senior William Guerin
handed the Golden Knights their
third point on the day after rallying to defeat Carl Lumsden at
No. 3. Guerin lost the first set,
6-3, before claiming the next
two, 7-6 and 7-6. Fellow senior
Federico Camacho clinched the
match for UCF after a gutsy performance against Chris Stewart
in the top slot. Stewart, a freshman, won the first set, 7-6,
behind big serves. Camacho
broke Stewart once in the second set for a 6-4 win to level the
match. At 5-6 in the third set,
Stewart saved two match points
to force a deciding tiebreaker.
Camacho would waste two more
match points, before saving two
on his own. Leading 10-9,
Camacho saw a passing shot
from Stewart go wide and the
2000 All-TAAC Honorable

Mention performer gave UCF
its first victory against Georgia
State in over three years.
With the win, the Golden
Knights avenged a tough 4-3
loss to the Panthers on Feb. 17
in the final of the Seminole
Spring
Tournament
in
Tallahassee, Fla.
UCF moves to 6-.2 on the
season, 3-1 in TAAC play and 22 against ranked opponents.

UCF 4, No. 70 Georgia State 3
Singles:
1.
Federico
Camacho
(UCF) def. Chris Stewart (GSU)
6-7, 6-4, 7-6
2. Gabtiel
Strangberg
(UCF) def. Pablo Perez Gras
(GSU) 6-1, 6-3
3. William Guerin (UCF)
def. Carl Lumsden (GSU) 3-6,
7-6, 7-6
4. Catalin Bradu (UCF) def.
Albano Franco (GSU) 6-4, 6-4

5. Miha Lisac (GSU) def.
Augusto Sanabria (UCF) 3-6, 62, 2-1 ret.
6. Fernando Damus (GSU)
def. Johan Westin (UCF) 6-4, 75

Doubles:
1. Camacho/Guerin (UCF)
def. Stewart/Perez Gras (GSU)
8-6
2. Franco/Damus (GSU)
def. Bradu/Sanabria (UCF) 9-8
3. Lisac/Nicolas Lupica
(GSU) def. Strangberg/Westin
(UCF) 8-3

Shedden and Firby compete in
Nebraska
Sonja Shedden and LaTricia
Firby of the UCF women's track
and field team competed at the
Nebraska Last Chance Indoor
Meet Saturday at the University
of Nebraska in an attempt to
qualify
for
the
NCAA
Championships next weekend.

C0Jll~:j~fili us; a{

Sl.lmis,eElementary,
From Afafaya Trial or Woodbury Road bnd south to Golfway Blvd. Turn left and go to the
end of Golfway Bl>'d. Make a rigllt aad loop a!Wld Lone Palm Drive, tlleD tu111 rigbl oo
Lone Palm Road. Yo• 11111 Re Saarise Elemeulary oo tbe right.
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Anointed Services
Closp.et Music

Caire:<Jr0ups
_Youth Ministty
Drama JD.epamnent

p:ommunlty Church

A new church in East Orlando
come and find your greatest joy and

Come worship, and celebrate the Lord Jesus Christ with us in .an uointed
service. A life giving cburcll where tbe Spirit of the Lord i,, available to meet
your needs.

Service Times:
Sunday Mornings: Youth Bible Study (9:00 a.mJ
Adult Spiritual Development Sessions (9:00 a.m.)
Sunday Morning Services (10:00 a.m.)
Tuesday Night:

Prayer & Bible Study (7:00 p.m.)
Youth (Bible Study, Peer Sessions, Choir,
Dance, and Drama - 7:00 p.m.)
Singles Ministry (7:00 p. m.)

Thursday Nigllt:

Choir Rehearsal (6:30 p.m.)

satisfaction in all that Christ is for you.
Sunday Worship Service: 10:30 a.m.
nursery & children s church available
1

Meeting at 9191 University Blvd.
a part of the distributed church of Northland

Although neither qualified,
Shedden finished first in the
5,000-meter run in 17:20.45 and
third in the 3,000-meter run in
10: 18.36, and Firby finished
third in the triple jump with a
mark of 39' 7.75".

Three school records fall in
indoor season finale
The UCF women's track
and field team broke three
school records and had seven
Top-10 finishes at the Nike Fast
Times Indoor Meet on Feb. 28 at
the University of Florida. The
Golden Knights competed
against a field that included No.
1 South Carolina, No. 5 Florida
and No. 9 Appalachian State.
Two-time TAAC Runner of
the Year Sonja Shedden continued her dominance of UCF's
distance records by running the
mile in 5:03.86, breaking the old
record by six seconds and fin-

ishing seventh. Senior Kelli e
Marzetta broke the 55-meter
hurdle record with her preliminary time of 8.23 seconds, and
went on to place eighth in 8.25
in the finals.
Sophomore
Kristen Newsome soared to an
11 'l'' (3.39m) height in the pole
vault for 15th place, setting a
personal best by three inches
and a school record by 1.25
inches.
In jumping events, LaTricia
Firby finished fourth in the
triple jump with a mark of 38'
6.50" (l l.78m). Jaimie Perez
tied for fifth in the high jump at
5' 1.25" (l.56m), and Jamie Pew
tied for sixth in the high jump at
5' 1.25" (l.56m).
Three-time TAAC shot put
champion Katara Beard threw a
mark of 42' 7" (12.98m) for
10th place, while senior Brianne
Harrington finished 10th in the
mile with a time of 5: 12.73.

Advenise
in the

Central
Florida

Future!

For more information contact:
Pastor Steve Surprenant: 407 -207-6000

For prayer or more information caU (407) 282-3310 or write us at:
TriDJDpbant Uviag, lac. P. O. Box 780358 Orlando, FL 32878-0358

401-911-1009

Email!Jlli\-efrbcllsouth.net

St. £u,(f, 1s £utlieran
Cliurdi antiSdioo{

S:. ISCBJJ:lgues ClttdicChrch
4301 S. Chickasaw Trail

2021 ~ State 1Cpai426
OVittfo, !f{onaa 32765
Cfiurdi Office Plione:
407-365-3408

Orlando. FL 32829
407-249-0906

5:00p.m.
6:30p.m.
8:00a.m.
9:30a.m.
ll:OOa.m
12:30p.m

Sunday
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TD LU'l1111lAN Cllll.alMJIJ801JRJ SYNOD
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Mus Schedule
Saturday

t

English

r

Spanish
English
English

II

EnglishSpanish

English

Weekdays

8:15 a.m.

Reconciliation

Saturday 4 - 4:45 p.m

.J

'WooJ8ut.y 9'ua8ytetian. eM.utclt
~od 6 2c~e in ~cticn
1

1501 Woodbury Road
(l/2 mile East of Alafaya,
1/2 mile south Of East Colonial)

Informal Worship • Sundays 8: 15 a.m . .
Praise and Worship· Sundays 10:45 a.m.

'fflorsliip Serpia Scfwfult
Suniag: 8:00, 9:30an/11:00 ~

AfOTUia.y: 7:00 pAf
Mult 'Llucation Classes: 9:30an/11:00 ~
Cliifrfren 's Suniag Scfwof: 9:30 .9l!M

Lake Undcdiil1

~
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~
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Visit our website:

~
r~

Qlll)' Ferd Rd.

I
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~

www.stlukes-ovledo.org
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St. laaac Jogua

Located between the Greenway arid Goldenrod Road.
1-112 mi. south of Curry Ford Rd. & Chickasaw Tr.

uwe proclaim Jesus Chl1st so that all may know
God and grow In faith toward Him
and In love toward one another."

Coffee House March 17 at 7:00 p.m .
For more information call
(407) 282 - Love or visit
www.godslove-woodbury.com
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Gaines makes impact in both passing and running attack

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF football team's spring scrimmage at the Florida Citrus Bowl last
Saturday highlighted the Golden Knight
passing game, just as any fan would expect.
What they wouldn't expect, however, is
who led team in receiving.
Michael Gaines, a top high school
recruit two years ago, had six catches for 59
yards and a 30-yard touchdown reception in
the scrimmage. And though those sound
like wide receiver numbers, Gaines is far

from being a wide
receiver. He is a 6-foot3, 265-pound tight end
from Tallahassee. UCF,
a team that has rarely
thrown to tight ends in
the past, now has a talented duo at the position
in Gaines and Mario
Jackson.
Gaines graduated from
Florida High School in
1999 and signed with
Alabama. Unable to
meet initial eligibility
requirements, he did not enroll there.
Gaines came to UCF in January of 200o,
but was unable to participate last season
because of NCAA eligibility requirements.
In high school, Gaines showed the type
of versatility that made him a top recruit. He
was able to play six positions- tight end,
linebacker, kicker, punter, backup quarterback, and offensive tackle. He made 20
receptions for 535 yards and nine touchdowns as a senior and had 110 tackles. He
was named first-team All-Big Bend andAllState as a junior and a senior and was

named to the Florida Super 24 Team as a
senior.
Gaines said that while he has been out
of football for three years, he is getting back
into the swing of things and is not taking it
for granted. He is looking for himself and
Jackson to be major contributors next year.
"If we run the ball, we will win games,"
said Gaines. "That starts with blocking. If
we can't block, we can't run. It starts off
with me and Mario, I think. If we get
together with our linemen and blow people
off the ball nobody's going to stop us.
~·we've already got'one of the top passing attacks in the nation. If we go ahead and
get it together and blow. people off the ball
and get at least 100 yards rushing, we're
going to win games."
Gaines hopes that an improved running
game will open a major conference's eyes to
the Golden Knights.
A win over Clemson, which Gaines is
predicting, in the first game of the season
would definitely help get a conference's
attention.
"I'm saying it right now, we're going to
get that victory," said Gaines. "We worked
too hard and woke up too early in the mom-

ing not to get that victory.''
Assistant coach Alan Gooch said that
because of the talent of Gaines and Jackson
they were able to feature the tight ends in
the scrimmage.
''We were able to use the tight end
package a little bit more because of Mike
Gaines and Mario Jackson," said Gooch.
"Both are playing very well and they're
going to have an opportunity to be a big part
of this offense because of their athleticism
and their physical abilities to block on the
line.''
Gooch said that it has taken some time
for Gaines to shake the rust off, but he's progressing smoothly.
"I thought he looked good today and I
think that will continue," said Gooch. "I
think that he's not going to have any problems in making the bounce right back."
With the loss of Kenny Clark and
Tyson Hinshaw, the Golden Knights lost a
big part of their offense. The addition of
Michael Gaines at tight end should help to
compensate for that loss. He will contribute
to both the passing game and, according to
him, an increased production in the Golden
Knights' ground attack.
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INSURANCE

RETIREMENT

MUTUAL FUNDS

TRUST SERVICES

TUITION FINANCING

It's a simple calculation:

fiC·A·O~~
Tanning Salon
I

• State-of-the-Art ETS 1O & 20 Minute Beds• Stand Up Beds
• Facial/Shoulder Tanners •All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio
• Free Skin Type Analysis

t

TIAA-CREF s low expenses
mean more money
working for you.

Waterford Lakes Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail
407-207-2002
www.planetbeach.com
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SESSIONS
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SPECIAL

THE IMPACT OF EXPENSES ON PERFORMANCE

The equation is easy. Lower expenses in managing a
fund can equal better performance.

I
I

$215,000

: Must present coupon. First-time guest. : No Enrollment Fee. Join for As Low As
:one per customer. l.:.ocal residents only.
$14.95 a Month. Exp. 3/16/01

·--------------------------··---------------------------·

Low-Cost Account

How much? Just take a look at the chart. Then call us.
We'll send you a free, easy-to-use expense calculator so
you can see for yourself that no matter what your

-

$176,000
High-Cost Account

investment, you'll benefit from low expenses. And CREF
variable annuity expenses range from just 0.28%
to 0.34%.1
For decades, we've been committed to low expenses,
superior customer service and strong performance.
EXPENSES 2

Add it all up and you'll find that selecting your
retirement provider is an easy decision: TIAA-CREF.

3 Bedroom I 2 Bath Homes

Total accumulations after 20 years based on initial investment
of $50,000 and hypothetical annual returns of 8%. Total returns
and pnncipal value of investments will nu~tuale. and yield may
vary. The chart above is presented for illustrative purpose~ only
and does not reflect actual performance. or preclict tuture
results. of any TIAA-CREF account, or reflect taxes.

From Under $500 per Month

UP TO $15,000 OFF
Hurry - Limited Time Offer!
DEERWOOD
A Manutachlred Home COmmunilJ

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM

2 SparMing Pools
Clubhouse

RecreattonalAreas

1575 Pel Street • Orlando, FL 32828
2 miles east of Alafaya on East Colonial (Hwy. 50)
( 407) 281-6029

1.800.842.2776
www.tiaa-cref.org

For more complete information on our securities products, call 1.800.842.2733, ext. 5509, for prospectuses. Read them carefully before
you invest. 1. Estimated annual expenses are adjusted quarterly. 2. 1.40% is a very reasonable fee level for a typical fund; 0.40% is near,
but not actually at the bottom of, the mutual fund expense ratio spectrum. •TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services, Inc. and Teachers
Personal Investors Services, Inc. distribute securities products. • Teachers Insurance and Annuity Association (TIM), New York, NY and
TIAA-CREF Life Insurance Co .. New York, NY issue insurance and annuities. • TIAA-CREF Trust Company, FSB provides trust services.
• Investment products are not FDIC insured, may lose value and are not bank guaranteed.© 2001 Teachers Insurance and Annuity
Association-College Retirement Equities Fund, New York, NY 01/04
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Campbell and Georgia State are tournament favorites
FROMPAGE36

.,

.

aging 74.-9 points a night and outscored
opponents by a league-best 12.3 margin.
The Panthers shot 45 percent from the
field, while opponents shot 40.1 percent.
GSU out-rebounded its opponents by 6.3
a game, finishing second in the TAAC.
The Panthers' losses were to
Campbell once and twice to Stetson.
Georgia State split its series with No. 1
seed Campbell and a rematch in the
championship game could spell revenge
for GSU, who was upset by the secondseeded Camels last year.

and will be looking to redeem itself after '*the Trojans were out-rebounded by 3.8
boards a game and outscored by 1.7
a 62-51 loss on Feb. 8.

Jacksonville team, which beat it twice
during the season.

4. Jacksonville University (13-14, 9-9
TAAC)
The Dolphins are led by Kat Sungy,
who nearly averaged a double-double
during the regular season. She averaged
11 points and 9.5 rebounds a game.
Angela Walker grabbed 6.7 rebounds a
game and Shannon Wynn dished out 4.33
assists a game.
Jacksonville led the TAAC holding
their opponents to 38.3 percent shooting
from the floor, while it shot 40.8 percent.
The Dolphins were outscored by an average margin of 5.5 points, but outrebounded opponents by 0.9 rebounds per
game.
JU began the season losers of its first
five conference games, but beat UCF on
Jan. 18 and went on to win six straight
before losing to Florida Atlantic on Feb.
8. The Dolphins ended the season losing
its last three.
Jackfonville will play Troy State
first. The Dolphins swept the series with
the Trojans with a 63-46 win on Jan. 27
and a 63-58 win on Feb. 3.

6. University of Central Florida (10-17, 810 TAAC)
The Golden Knights are led by freshmen Adrienne Billings and Nicole
Dunson, along with senior LaToya
Graham and junior Lanetra Cooks.
Billings was the leading scorer for UCF,
averaging 9.37 points a game. She finished 10th in the TAAC grabbing 6.5
rebounds a game. Dunson wa·s the thirdleading scorer on the team, averaging
8.19 points a game. She also shot 33.l
percent from the three-point line, placing
her fifth in the conference.
Cooks came on strong at the end of
the season, finishing with an average of
8.82,. points per game. A majority of her
points came from behind the arc, where
she shot 34.7 percent, third best in the
TAAC. Graham averaged 8.04 points and
6 rebounds a game. Point guard Yvette
Ash directed the Golden Knight offense,
dishing out 2.44 assists a game_
UCF led the TAAC in three-point
shooting percentage with a 33.7 percent
average. It out-rebounded opponents by
3.1 boards a game, but was outscored by
6.1 points a game. The Golden Knights •
were the worst in the TAAC in free throw
shooting, only hitting 59 percent of their
free throws. This could spell trouble in a
close game when every free throw could
be the difference in the ball game.
The Golden Knights will take on
Stetson to begin the tournament.

3. Stetson (21-6, 13-5 TAAC)
The Hatters have four players who
averaged double figures during the regular season. Cher Dyson averaged 12.8
points, 3.15 assists, and conference-best
3.62 steals a game. Kaisa Tuure averaged
14.3 points and 7.5 rebounds per game.
Amy White scored 10.4 points and
grabbed 6.6 rebounds each game and
Audry Kull averaged 12 points a game.
Linda Palonen led the Hatters with 3.63
assists a game.
Stetson out-scored its opponents
74.4-67.4 in the regular season and outsbot them 44 percent to 40.8 percent. The 5. Troy State (14-13, 9-9 TAAC)
Hatters had a +2 turnover margin and a The Trojans are led by Jennifer
+1. 7 rebounding margin.
Mclnnis and Kira McWaine. Mclnnis
Stetson swept No. 2 seed Georgia averaged 10.8 points a game and
State during the regular season, but one of McWaine had 5.22 assists per game.
its five losses _came to the Golden Knights
TSU shoots 38.7 percent from the
at the UCF Arena. Ttie Hatters open the floor, holding its opponents to 38.9 pertournament against the Golden Knights cent shooting. During the regular season,

'.

•
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Junior forward Khaliah Guillory is one of the
Golden Knights' best post pla.yers.
points.
Troy State ended its season on a positive note, handing No. 1 seed Campbell
its second TAAC loss of the year. The
Trojans will need to build on this mental
victory in -0rder to overcome a

$2,000 Tuition Reimbursement*
$8.5(> Per Hour

Hours:
•4 am - 9 am (M-F)
•5 pm - 10 pm (M-F)
•10:30 pm - 3 am (Sun-Thur)

...

JEFF DOLNACK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Old Guns shoot down BCM for Volleyball Rec Title
Marc Guile led the way for the Old Guns as they knocked
off BCM in the Recreational Volleyball Finals in two games, 2516, 25-19.
"We used to be the Young Guns, but now were the Old
Guns," said Guile, referring to his 1994. championship with his
younger teammates.
The game was close at times, but BCM could not recover
from a late run that ended the match in the second game. Rick
Falco, Ryan Kratz and Rob Kantor also led the Guns to victory.
The Old Guns went undefeated on the season, posting a 10-0
record.

Complete Benefits Package
5 Day Work Week

Monroe & Clark defeats Lambda Chi Alpha for Competitive
Championship

*Tuition reimbursement available
at South Orlando Location Only

Monroe & Clark needed three sets, but got the victory over
Lambda Chi Alpha to take home the Men's Competitive
Volleyball Title. Lambda Chi Alpha jumped out early taking the
first game 25-20, but could not hold on, dropping the final two
games 25-16, and 15-10. Scott Bray led the way with great play
to help secure the win.
"We knew we had more intensity after losing the first
game," said Bray, "We came together and finally played as a
unit."
Monroe & Clark finished the year with a 7-3 record.
Lowballers edge F.O.B. in Coed Finals

For more information, call:
407-826-8114
EOE/M/F/DN

1

The Lowballers pulled out a close victory over F.O.B . for
the Coed Volleyball Championship in what was a very evenly
matched finals. A big 12-2 run by the Lowballers in the second

1

~·

...

~o~ MBA in

,~ort. M~nagement:

set helped spark the victory as they won in straight games 2521, 25-20.
"We finally played a good team and it was a great matchup," said Brian Aurich, a member of the Lowballers. "We came
back when we were down in the second game ano pulled off a
great win for our team."
The Lowballers finished the season with an 8-1 record.
Pi Beta Phi defends title with convincing win over K Some A
Kati Maczuk dominated with 9 kills alone in the second
game, as Pi Beta Phi won its second straight Women's
Volleyball Championship 25-13, 25-13 over K some A.
"We have a stronger team this year," said Maczuk "We
became better throughout the season and learned how to work
off each other more every game."
It was a strong offensive and defensive effort for Pi Beta
Phi, never showing signs of folding. They ended the year with a
perfect 9-0 record.

~p~signed for individuals who
i.JFJt to take a leadership role
xii . the area of sport
rh(!hagement.

•t Taught by professionals who
are industry leaders
• Offers access to internships in
sports organizations throughout
North America

Jimmy Poon 'O 1

MBA1n .
Sport Management

•The only MCSB-accredited
MBA in Sport Manager-nent
degree in Florida ·

FlOBIDA ATLANTIC UNIVERSITY
Fort Lauderdale • Boca Raton • Davie • Dania Beach • Jupiter • Port St. Lucie
fAU is a member of the State Unl~ersity System of Florida
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Offensive duo combines for 126 yards and three touchdowns
FROMPAGE36

Ryan Schneider, and finished th~
game as the Golden Knights'
leading receiver with six catches
for 59 yards.
"He did well," Kruczek said.
"We're going to get the ball to the
tight ends a little bit more. We
have enough pass offense to get
the ball to him and make things
happen."
According
to
Kruczek,
Gaines' performance was all the
more impressive considering he
hasn't played competitive football
since 1998, his senior year of high
school.
"He's working his way into
playing shape and understanding
that this isn't flag football,"
Kruczek said. "He's been a flag
football guy for three years. He's
got to hold onto the ball and not
fumble the football when he has
opportunities."
Haynes had the best day of
any of UCF's running backs, carrying the ball six times for 67
yards. He scored two touchdowns, including a 48-yarder in
which he broke a number of tackles and then outran the Golden
Knight secondary to the end zone.
Haynes is one of five UCF players
who are allowed to practice only
on Saturdays because of academic probation.

normal scrimmage at the Citrus
Bowl.
"We're better served doing it
this way," Kruczek said. "We get
absolutely nothing out of a spring

"It's amazing that Haynes
can come out here and perform
without taking reps during the
week," Kruczek said. "I was
happy again with Alex and his

PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF

The UCF football team concludes its 2001 spring practice this week.
game. What happens is you actually lose two practices. The practice before you have to break up
into teams and there's a total loss
of continuity. We're here to get
ready for a season next year
that's going to be very, very tough
and I think we're getting that
accomplished."
Pass Happy: As expected,
Kruczek focused mainly on the
passing game during the scrim-

performance. He's a heck of an
asset as a running back."
The scrimmage was a
replacement for what used to be
UCF's annual Black and Gold
game.. In years past, the Golden
Knights have split up into two
teams ·for the spring event, combining first and second-team players into "Black" and "Gold"
squads. This year, however,
Kruczek changed the game to a

DO YA KNOW_... DO YA KNOW... DO YA KNOW...
WHERE YOU'RE GONNA LIVE?

,,

mage, as Schneider and backup
QB Brian Miller combined to
throw 62 passes. Schneider completed 18 of 30 passes for 162
yards, two touchdowns and two

interceptions. Miller finished 20
of 32 for 149 yards. Schneider is
another Saturday-only player for
UCF this spring, and Kruczek
said he was impressed with
Miller's progress while getting
most of the playing time in practice.
"I think Brian Miller has
made massive improvement in his
pass development," Kruczek said.
"I'm pleasantly surprised that
Brian's played very well the last
two weeks. Of course, he gets all
the reps during the week."
Clark Impresses at NFL
Combine: Former UCF wide
receiver Kenny Clark, who partic-

rrHE v,LLAGE AT aLAFAYA cLus
3100 ALAFAYA CLUB DRIVE
ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32817

..

,/.

Because the NFL combine
can make or break a players' draft
chances, many participants get
very nervous during the event.
But not Clark, who spent last
summer working out with his
cousin Daunte Culpepper and
Minnesota Vikings wide receivers
Cris Carter and Rand:Y Moss.
"I was pretty relaxed," Clark
said. "I wasn't pressured so much
because I've been around so
much. I'm pretty cool when it
comes to things like that. I took
everything in stride and made the
most of it."
Clark says he ran the 40-yard
dash between 4.4 and 4.46 seconds, depending on which stopwatch he looked at. He said a
number of scouts were very complimentary of his workout.
"My agent told me a couple
of teams have me as one of the
top five or 10 receivers at the
combine," Clark said. "I've been
having coaches call my cell
phone saying they want come to
my personal workout."
Clark will hold his personal
workouts Mar. 16 and 29 at UCF.
J uCo
Corners
Make
Presence Felt: Golden Knight
comerbacks Terrance Bell and
Carlos Thompson, who transferred to UCF this year from
junior colleges, each had interceptions
of Schneider in
Saturday's scrimmage. Bell
returned his 40 yards for a touchdown. Kruczek said both have
done a good job this spring of
learning the system.
"I think Terrance Bell has
come in and done a remarkable
job
learning
the
defense and being productive," he said.
"First of all, you've got
to learn to feel comfortable with it before
you can be productive
so you 're not thinking
on every snap. I think
that Carlos has done a
pretty good job also.
They're both going to
be productive with us."
Injury Report: Several
players sat out the
scrimmage due to
injury, including OL
Norm Lewis (sprained
knee), DE Wanzell
Underwood
(neck
stinger), DE Boma
Ekiyor (sternum), TB

PHOTO BY JASON KOKO!OFF
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Quarterback Brandon Sumner transferred to UCF
from Ga. Tech this year. He will have to sit out
the 2001 season to comply with NCAA rules.

1111

T: (407) 482 9990
F: (407) 482 - 9991
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ipated in the NFL Scouting
Combine last weekend, was in
attendance at Saturday's scrimmage. Cl~k said he thinks he
made up for an injury-filled
senior season with a good combine workout.
"I feel like I went out there
and showcased my talents to the
best of my ability and showed a
lot of people that I can do a lot of
stuff that they didn't get to see
during the season because of
injuries," Clark said. "My size
and speed are definitely going to
move me up because that's what
they are looking for."

Terrance
Williams
(hip) and DB Atari
Bigby
(shoulder).
UCF suffered only a
few minor injuries during the
scrimmage,
including
LB
Antoine Poe (foot), LB Elliot
Shorter (ankle) and DT Larry
Brown (leg contusion).
"We should be OK," Head
Trainer Kevin Mercuri said.
"There's a couple of other bumps
and bruises that we'll find out
tomorrow, but nothing serious.
No different than any other year."
Kruzspeak: "It just gets back
down to continuous repetitions of
technique and scheme, that's all
the spring is. We'll scrimmage up
a bunch, finish up next Friday at
home and go on Spring Break."

~2 •
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Baseball Notebook
UCF sweeps double-header against St.
Joseph's
The No. 13 UCF Golden Knights
banged out 31 hits accounting for 30 runs,
hammering visiting St. Joseph's 21-3 in the
first game and 9-2 in the second game
of a doubleheader at Jay Bergman
Field last Saturday.
Mike Fox (Coral
Springs/Douglas)
~ :!"
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first
game
posting
a 4-for-4
performance with
RBis,
three
three runs scored
and a double.
The Golden Knights
(12-4) scored two
runs in the second
inning of the first
• game, and then the
floodgates opened as
UCF plated 12 runs in
the third inning. UCF

batted around twice with a highlight from
first baseman Greg Good, who smashed a
home run to dead centerfield clearing the
25-foot batter's eye at the 400-foot mark.
Blaine Schulte recorded his first collegiate home run in the first game,
smacking a three-run shot to leftcenterfield in the sixth inning.
St. Joseph's Rich Caloiero went
2-for-3 with three RBis, including a solo home run in the sixth
inning and a two-RBI double in
the seventh inning.
Justin Pope (3-1) threw five scoreless
innings for the win, yielding two hits, while
fanning seven in 54 pitches. The junior
right-hander retired the first 10 batters of
the game before Justin Godusky rapped a
single.
St. Joseph's (1-6) didn't fare much better in the second game, losing 9-2, but managing to breakup the shutout in the top of
·
the seventh.
Jason Arnold (4-0) threw six solid
innings in the second game, matching
Pope's p.erformance with two hits and
seven strikeouts, but in 65 pitches. Abe
Gonzalez surrendered two two-out runs in
the ninth inning to Pace Bradshaw, on a
two-RBI single to right-centerfield.
Wayne Summers was the star of the
second game for UCF, coming up a home
run short of the cycle. However, Summers
still went 4-for-5 at the plate with three

RBis, two runs, a triple, double and
stolen base. Jeremy Kurella went 3-for-4
with a two-run home.run in the third inning.
This was the 24th time a UCF team
had scored 20 or more runs in a game. The
last time was Feb. 12 of last season, when
the Golden Knights shutout Western
Carolina 21-0 at Tinker Field.
Sunday's series finale was rained out
and . rescheduled for Mar. 5. The 13thranked Golden Knights will finish their
week with a Tuesday night matchup against
Central Michigan, then a three-game series,
Thursday through Saturday, against
Western Illinois.

Pope earns National and TAAC honors

Golden Knights entire weekend
rotation has dominated the TAAC Pitcherof-the-Week honors by taking three of the
four awards so far. Jason Arnold (2/5) and
Brad Busbin (2112) were the other recipients from UCF.
Pope last won the TAAC award during
the 1999 season when he won for the week
of April 19 after shutting out Stetson
University 17-0 in another complete game
effort.
This is the first time UCF has recorded
three TAAC pitcher awards in one season.
The Golden Knights are currently
ranked No. 13 in Baseball America, No. -15
in Collegiate Baseball and No. 16 in USA
Today/ESPN Coaches Poll.

UCF starting pitcher Justin Pope was
a\\'.arded the Collegiate Baseball
National Pitcher-of-the-Week and
also claimed the Trans America
Athletic Conference honor last
week for his effort in UCF's recent
sweep of Alabama.
The junior right-hander threw a
complete game effort in a 5-1 win
over then 11th-ranked Alabama. In
the game, Pope scattered seven hits
over nine innings, yielding one
unearned run while striking out 13
versus two walks.
Pope is the first UCF pitcher to
ever · win the Collegiate Baseball
weekly award. This season, the

l -
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Fr11n the Sports Desk
Doubles pair ranked No. 49 in
latest poll
UCF's women's tennis
senior and junior combination
of Sonja Prokopec and Marieke
Gunawan moved into the 49th
spot as announced by the
Intercollegiate
Tennis
Association (ITA) on Feb. 26.
Prokopec and Gunawan
have combined for a 6-2 record,

including a 3-2 mark against
opponents from ranked teams.
The 53rd-ranked Golden
Knights were set to play No. 62
Old Dominion at the UCF
Tennis Complex on Mar. 4, but
the match was cancelled due to
weather. Whether the match will
be rescheduled is yet to be
determined.

Men's tennis beats No. 70
Georgia State

an early 1-0 lead after grabbing
the doubles point in dramatic
fashion. Fernando Damus and
Albano Franco rallied to beat
UCF's freshman and sophomore
duo of Catalin Bradu· and
Augusto Sanabria 9-8 in the No.
2 slot for the decisive win.
In singles action, Golden
Knight freshmen Bradu and
Gabriel Strangberg gave UCF a

· The UCF inen's tennis
team
defeated
three-time
defending
Trans
America
Athletic · Conference champion
Georgia State 4-3 Mar. 3 at the
SportsLife Tennis Center.
The Panthers, ranked No.
70 in the latest Intercollegiate
Tennis Association poll, claimed

quick 2-1 lead. Bradu dismissed
Franco, 6-4, 6-4, at No. 4 for his
fifth victory on the ·year, and
Strangberg dominated Pablo
Perez Gras, a 2000 All-TAAC
performer, 6-1, 6-3, at No. 2.
With his victory, Strangberg
improved to 6-1 in the dual
match season.

SHEDDEN, Page 27
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Joey Gr~am led UCF with
21 points in loss to TSU

Hey Students!
Would you like to lend a helping hand?
Think you'd enjoy planning or marketing campus events?
Interested in fitness and other health issues?
-Want to make a positive difference at UCF?

. FROM PAGE

Apply now to be a

WELLNESS PEER CONSULTANT
Must be available for Training,
Team Building, and
Certification during
Summer A
Employment minimum:
12 hours per week during
Fall 2001 and Spring 2002
(Flexible hours)
Moving to the new
Recreational Facility in the fall!

/

APPLICATION PERIOD
NOW thru Friday, March 23,
at the Campus Wellness Center,
UCF Student Health Services
Call... 823-5841 or
Email ... Wellness@mail .ucf.edu
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fell short this year, making
their exit in the second round.
Following tcm straight losses to
end the regular season, UCF
bounced back in a major way
rolling over Jacksonville State
100-57 in the first round. The
last time the Golden Knights
scored 100 points in a game
was Dec. 10, 1999, against
Flagler.
Three UCF players scored
in double figures in the game.
Freshman Kevin Lee led UCF
with 15 points, while classmate Joey Graham and senior
Inyo Cue each added 14
points. The Golden Knights hit
14 three-pointers and UCF
Head Coach Kirk Speraw used
his entire bench with 13 of 14
players scoring.
With the win, UCF
advanced to the quarterfinals
where it played No. 2 seed,
Troy State. The Tr9jans had
never won a post-season game

Panthers received a first round
bye. In the second round GSU
faced Florida Atlantic, which
knocked off Campbell in first
round action, 70-65. Georgia
State beat FAU 96-57, with
four players scoring in double
figures. Shernard Long had a
game-high 18 points.
In the semifinals GSU
faced Samford in front of
3,385 fans, the second-largest
crowd in TAAC Tournall\ent
history. Samford cut the
Panther lead to 58-56 with
2:34 left in the game, but then
went scoreless the rest of the
game and lost 66-56.
The victory put Georgia
State in the championship
game against Troy State,
where it proved why it was a
No. 1 seed. Before a national
television audience on ESPN,
the Panthers beat the Trojans
79-55. GSU hit 16 three-pointers in the game and had four
players finish with double figures. Head Coach Lefty

Applications available in
Wellness Trailer 617
& SWAT table at today's Wellness Expo
(in front of the UCF Book_store)

'

Bookstore
Your On-campus Store

NEW!!
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A Different
Soup
Everyday/

We Now Offer a Mild Blend in Addition to
Our Starbuck's House Blend
Ir--------------~r--------------~
Need to Wake
Buy 1 Large Frappuccino
I
up
for
an
Exam?
and
Receive .25¢ OFF the
I
Try Our

purchase of 2 cookies

RED EYE SPECIAL!
Coffee with a shot of espresso &
choice of any baked good

$3.50
r

•

baked. goods include scones,
muffins & strudel
1 coupon per customer, per visit
please present coupon upon ordering

1 coupon per customer, per visit
please present coupon upon ordering

expires 3/17/01

expires 3/17/01

~--------------~~--------------~

Freshman guard Kevin Lee led UCF with 1S points against Jacksonville in
the first round of the TAAC Tournament.
in the eight years since it
moved up to Division I, but
that streak ended against UCF.
The Golden Knights were
only down by one going into
the locker room, but were
outscored 53-33 in the second
half, and TSU won 89-68. Joey
Graham once again led UCF
scoring 21 points and his twin
brother, Stephen, scored 11.
Junior Paul Reed was the only
other Golden Knight to reach
double figures. He had 10
points.
UCF finished the season
with an 8-23 record.
The
Georgia
State
Panthers were the preseason
favorites to win the conference, and proved voters right
Saturday, winning the tournament and advancing to the
NCAA Tournament.
As the No. 1 seed, the

Driesell became only the second head coach in NCAA history to take four Division I
teams
to
the
NCAA
Tournament. Prior to Georgia
State, Driesell went to the Big
Dance with Maryland, Old
Dominion and
Davidson
College.
Troy State made it to the
championship game for the
first time in school history by
way of UCF and Stetson, who
the Trojans beat 89-68 and 7869, respectively.
Georgia State's Thomas
Terrell was named Tournament
MVP, while teammates Kevin
Morris and Shernard Long
were named to the AllTournament team. Troy State's
Lemayne Wilson, Robert
Rushing, and Derrick Davis
were also members of the AllTournament.
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Women-'s Basketball Notebook
her fourth double-double by lead following a three-pointer
grabbing nine rebounds.
by Adrienne Billings that beat
Although
the buzzer.
Golden Knights get two key it may not have tx ::>sf·:;r.:<
The
wins
been pretty at
Golden
The UCF women's basket- times,
Head
Knights
ball finished its regular reason Coach
Gail
would lead
with victories over Samford and Striegler was
by as many
Jacksonville State last week. proud of the
as 18 in the
The wins guaranteed the Golden way her team
second half
Knights the No. 6 seed in the hung in and
and
the
Trans
America
Athletic pulled out the
Bulldogs
Conference
Championships, victory.
were
"We stuck
which will be he\d this weekend
unable to
it out and we
at the UCF Arena.
get
any
On Saturday, UCF beat won when we
closer .than
Jacksonville State 51-41. The had to win,"
seven
as
Golden Knights started the said Striegler.
UCF won
game strong, jumping out to an "We put forth
64-54.
early 16-5 lead thanks to a four the effort to do
Billings
and a half minute scoring it."
and Cooks
drought by the Gamecocks.
Thursday,
led
the
UCF followed that up with a UCF
hosted
Golden
five-minute scoreless period of samford in a
PHOTO BY JASON KOKOTOFF Knights
its own and the Gamecocks tied game that saw Along with Nicole Dunson, and Lanetra
with
11
it up at 16. The Golden Knights the Bulldogs Cooks, Diana Hill (above) is one of UCF's points each.
would go back up on a pair of pulled out to top o"tside shooters.
Striegler
fre~ throws from Kristy Colligan
an early 5-0
said the key
a:nd led 28-23 at halftime.
lead. Lanetra Cooks hit back-to- to the win was hard work and a
In the second half the back three-pointers for the little bit of fun.
Gamecocks tied the game 37 Golden Knights to put them up "" .· ,"The kids came "out and
with 9:34 to go and briefly took 6-5. The lead changed hands played hard the-_ whole night,"
a two-point lead. The Golden · several times throughout the rest she said. "It was one of the most
Knights responded with jump of the first half, .but with 6:00 fun games we've had itt a long
shots from LaToya Graham and left Erin Paige hit a jump shot to time. The kids were al( excited
Khaliah Guillory to regain ·the give UCF a one-point lead and it about it. Jhey were excited
lead.
built on that lead to end the half. about all the things going on out
Guillory led all scorers. with The Golden Knights went into on the court. When those things
13 points and nearly pulled off the locker room with a 30-23 happen it's very contagious. ·.
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

Haynes looking to earn
starting running back job
missed the scrimmage because
of an injured hip pointer.
Haynes, a graduate of
Redshirt freshman Alex Maynard Evans High School
Haynes was a definite bright in Orlando, redshirted last seaspot for the Golden Knight son because he was new to the
offense Saturday at UCF's offense and unlikely to see
spring football scrimmage. much playing time behind a
The tailback rushed for 67 . crowded group of players at
yards on six carries, including the running back position.
In high school, Haynes
touchdown runs of eight and
48 y~d~.
was one of the nation's best.
"He's a very physical run- He rushed for over 1,400
ner, has good
yards and had
speed, and is "It's been tough 15 touchdowns
hard to bring
b
d
his senior year.
down," said on me, ut gra es He also made
assistant head come first."
an
impact
coach/ run- Redshirt freshman Alex Haynes defensively,
ning
backs
intercepting
coach Alan
two passes.
Gooch. "That's a great combiHaynes played in both the
nation for a back."
Florida-Georgia and FloridaHaynes needed to play California All-Star Games,
well to stay competitive with was named All-State and Allsophomore Corey Baker, who Metro t,wice, and earned Super
has had an impressive spring. Prep All-America honors as a
While Baker has been doing senior. He was also named to
well in practice, Haynes has the Florida Super 85, Super
not had a. chance to impress. Prep Top 35 and Bill
Due to academics, Haynes is Buchalter's Super 27 team.
only allowed to compete on
"He's confirming what we
Saturday's during spring.
though about him coming out
"It's been tough on me," of high school," said Gooch.
said Haynes, "but grades come "We're very happy about
first."
that."
Baker, who led the team
If Haynes can continue to
in rushing yards last year with mature and improve upon
417 yards, had just 21 yards in what he did on Saturday, UCF
the
scrimmage.
Senior will have a dangerous running
Terrance Williams, who is also game to go with their potent
competing for the starting job, passing attack.
JOE MANZO
STAFF WRITER
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They were all cheering for each
other and everybody that came
off the bench made a contribution to the basketball game."
Going for three
Freshmen Nicole Dunson
and junior Lanetra Cooks have
both found their names on the
UCF women's basketball record
books in just their first year as
Golden Knights.
The record the two guards
were chasing was the record for
most three-pointers made in a
season. Kelli Ely holds both the
No. 1 and No. 2 spots with 51
and 62 made. Dunson finished
just behind Ely in third place,
hitting 44 treys on the year.
Cooks finished just one behind
her in fourth place with 43.
Paige
returns
with
a
vengeance
Sophomore guard/forward
Erin Paige had been out of the
lineup since Jan. 13 due to a
knee injury, but returned on Feb.
24 against Florida Atlantic. She
saw limited action in that game,
but on Mar. 1 Paige played for
16 minutes. She scored five
points, graobed one rebound,
blocked one shot, and drew two
charges in the victory.
Playing for the first ti.me at
home since Jan. 6, Paige's.father
came to watch her play.

"I just try to go hard for as
long as I can and help the team
out because coach told me that
we needed me," said Paige.
She played for 17 minutes
on Mar. 3 against Jacksonville
State. She scored six points,
grabbed seven boards, had one
assist, a block and a steal.

•

Graham grabs 500th rebound
With
10:29
left
in
Thursday's
game
against
Samford, senior forward LaToya
Graham grabbed the 500th
rebound of her career. Graham
finished her career in ninth place
on the UCF career rebound list
with 511.
In her last regular season
game as Golden Knight,
Graham finished with five
points, seven rebounds and three
steals.
Striegler was impressed by
the contributions Graham has
made in her career as a Golden
Knight.
"I've only been able to see
two years of (her career), but
anybody who's scored over 800
points and gotten over 500
rebounds has been a major contributor to the wins that she has
helped build here," said
Striegler.
Graham said she enjoyed
her time at UCF but is looking
forward to the future.

·-

BREAK NEW GROUND!
It's a thrilling time to be with Lowe's Home
Improvement Warehouse. We're one of the nation's
fastest growing Fortune 200 companies. Lowe's offers
great pay, flexible hours and one of the best
Employee·Stock Ownership Programs in the country.

The new Lowe's of Oviedo
is now hiring!

•

Sales Specialists* (3+ years experience)
Appliances • Commercial Sales • Delivery • Flooring •·
Kitchen Cabinets • Live Nursery • Project Sales • Tools
Sales Associates*
Appliances • Building Materials • Electrical • Flooring •
Hardware • Tools • Home Decor • Kitchen Cabinets • Lawn
& Garden • Lumber• Millwork • Paint/Wallpaper• Plumbing
*Must be available to work weekends
Bring your skills and knowledge to Lowe's to be part of an ·
exciting team that's going places! Please apply in person from
8 am - 7 pm on Monday and 8 am - 5 pm Tuesday - Friday at
the following location:
Workforce One-Stop Career Center
260 Sausalito Blvd. Casselberry, FL 32707
(407) 262-7422

LDWE-S·
Home lmproveme11t Warehouse

An Equal Opportunity Employer
www.lowes.com
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OVER 100 SUBARUS IN STOCK!
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purchase for
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Where
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Everybody
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or lease for
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DANCE

SUBARU

All offers with approved credit. Excludes prior purchases. All prices and payments include factory rebates, owner loyaity rebates and 1ease loyalty rebates where applicable Ail leases
to qualified buyers with 740 beacon score . • Leases are 12.000 miles per year. l5C per mile thereafter. No dealers or brokers. Vehicles subject to prior sole. See dealer for details.
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UCF sweeps double-header against St. Joseph's

-BASEBALL NOTEBOOK, pg. 32
.r;

KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER
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UCF women enter cpnference tournament on a roll

DAVID MARSTERS
STAFF WRITER

With two key wins to close out the
regular ·season, the UCF women's basketball team heads into the Trans America
Athletic Conference Tournament right
about where the preseason polls predicted.
The preseason coaches' poll picked the
Golden Knights to finish fifth in the conference, while the media chose them to
finish seventh. UCF goes into the TAAC
Championships as the No. 6 seed.
The. Golden Knights get the added
advantage of home court, as the tournament will be played Mar. 7-10 at the UCF
Arena, with the winner receiving an automatic berth to the NCAA Tournament. All
10 TAAC te~s play in the tournament.
Here is a preview of the top six.

UCF Head Coach Mike
Kruczek didn't give a name to
Saturday's scrimmage at the
Citrus Bowl, but he might as well
have called it ''The Gaines and
Haynes Show."
Tight end Michael Gaines
and running back Alex Haynes,
who both sat out the 2000 football
season, put on a show at the
scrimmage, making convincing
arguments that they will be impact
players for UCF in the fall. The
two combined for 126 yards of
total offense and three touchdowns.
Gaines scored the first touchdown of the scrimmage on a 30yard reception from quarterback

OFFENSIVE, Page 31

Men's basketball
falls in second
round of TAAC
KRISTY SHONKA
STAFF WRITER

The UCF men's basketball
team had a chance last Week to
make up for a dis.appointing regular season in which it won only
three games in the Trans
America Athletic Conference
and only seven overall. This
chance
was
the
TAAC
Tournament, with the winner
advancing to the NCAA
Tournament.
The Golden Knights made it
to the championship game in
each of the last two seasons, but

JOEY, Page 33
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1. Campbell (20-6, 16-2 TAAC)
The Camels are led by junior April
Cromartie and senior Sara Moore.
Cromartiy finished the regular season as
the TAAC's second-leading scorer, averaging 16 points a game. She also shot a stagPHOTOS BY JASON KoKoroFF
gering 65.6 percent from the field to lead Above: The UCF women's basketball team enters this weekend's TAAC tournament dll' a two-game
the conference. She averaged 8.3 rebounds winning streak. Below: Sophomore Erin Paige returned from iniury last week and coultl be a key
per game, third in the conference. Moore
contn\utor for the Golclen Knights al the conference tournament.
was 10th in the TAAC averaging 11.4
points a game.
Crystal Clary averaged 11.7 points and Troy State are the only teams to beat
and 9.3 rebounds a game for Campbell and Campbell this year. The Camels lost to
shot 55.1 percent from the floor. Janice Georgia State on Feb. 17, 74-65, and on
Washington averaged 4.81 assists a game Mar. 3 lost to TSU 71-65.
and led the conference with a
2. Georgia State (21-6, 15-3 TAAC)
2.05 assist tc;> turnover ratio.
The
Panthers are led by the conferThe Camels only allowed
ence's
leading scorer, Leslie
opponents to score 61.6 points,
McElrath.
She .averaged 19.7 points
compared to the 71.2 points it
and
8
rebounds
a game during the
scored a game. Campbell outregular
season.
Evita Rogers finshot its opponents 45.9 percent
ished third in the TAAC, scoring
to 40.6 percent and out15.1 points a game. She also averrebounded them by an 8.1 maraged
6. 7 rebounds a contest. Marcia
gin.
S
•
I
Maddox
was first in the confere nee
The Camels come into the
tr1eg
er
with
6.63
assists a game and stcond
tournament as the defending
with
a
1.92
assist
to turnover ratio.
champions, having defeated Georgia State
State
led the conference averGeorgia
last year in the championship game, and
are the favorites to capture their second
CAMPBELL, Page 29
consecutive conference title. Georgia State

Get up ta 1400 Minutes far ONLY $35 per month
• $20 Mail-In-Rebate • $20 Cash Coupon • Free Calendar • Free Voicemail •
Fr~e Caller ID • Free Hands-Free Headset • Free Beepers
11222 East Colonial Dr. #104
407-736-1288
(Located in Wal-Mart SuperCenter Hwy. 50]
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